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V/E GAl'I EEAT THE POST V7AR DEIHtESSICH
In our countrj, pros per 5. ty Has usuallp returned
through the mediuri of opering up new fields of activities.
Criginallj, -aigrations Y/estward to nev; lands spelled the v/ay
out of a depression. (Tines v/OYild jet hard and Y;ord: diffi-
cult to obtain, so that rian^r of the citizens Y/ould -nove to
the new territory where they could usually count on at least
a living.) Later, transportation provided an cutlet. (Rail-
roads had to be built, roads constructed and business a.ctiv-
ity Y/as thus generated.) After tVie Torld ’far, the auto-uobile
began an anazing develcpnent. A new industry was deY’-e loped
.
Tiie growth of this industry helped to shorten the post Y/ar
depression of 1920-1921.
So Y/e cone to the nresent period. 1952 saw indus-
try Y/rapped in the octunus arr^.s of a vicious depression.
Very little progress was nade, despite various experimental
methods used to lift the countiyr out of its state of stag-
nation. 1957 saYJ a boom, of fair proportions but one that
has been traced mainly to inventory purchasing so that it did
not have any contimiing influence. This rise did not last
long, and it v-as not until 1940 that we started on a genuine
forv;ard industrial movement.
T'-iis tiy.ie it Y/as created bv’" the countr'^'s need to
arm for defense. There is no doubt t'aat this is a reo.l boon
and one that v/ill last for a fev/ years, depending entirely
wL
i >*,
2on the length of the v/ar. It must be remembered, however,
that all of the country’s effort 3.s directed towards one
t7/pe of goods, war materials. There is little doubt that in
this effort. United States will far surpass the production
record it made in the last war. But still one thing must be
kept in mind. The goods produced will do absolutely nothing
to increase the standard of living of the people. Ilunitions,
tanks, war-planes and destroyers are all very necessary to
win a war, but they are of no conceivable use to the average,
honest American family.
This means that wlien this war is over, the American
people are going to find that they have spent a tremendous
amount of money and energy to produce goods that do nothing
to increase their ovm standard of living. It also means
heavy taxation, strong government control, creation of a de-
pression that might very well be even more severe than the
worst years of the past decade. Obviously, preparation to
combat it should now be made.
For the past seven years much has been written
bringing to light the fact that there is a shortage of housing.
Many prominent economists have suggested that new housing con-
struction might supply the v/ay out of tFe depression. It was
not until 1959 and 1940 that any real construction effort v/as
crea.ted. At that tim-e it looked as though we were on the v/a.y
to a building boom. However, the war set in. Our productive
efforts had to be aimed towards a different goal. Because of
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the shorta{;^e of skilled v/orkmen, labor is being directed into
the more vital industries. Lumber increased sharply in the
last six months and appears likel^i" to move even higher. It
V'/ould seem that for the duration of the war, residential
construction will be hampered considerably. Tliis does not
mean there will not be an increase in building, because many
of the defense housing shortages will have to be met. However,
this type of building will be limited and v;ill be much more
costly than the real low-cost developments that are needed for
the masses of the people. It Virill not solve the ho^^sing prob-
lem.
Coming out of this v/ar, the United States will have
the same housing shortage that has been accumulating for the
past eleven years. Housing, then, can be a weapon with which
to beat the post-war depression.
In terms of the quality and im.proveraent of the cars
we drive, the highways over which we travel, the educational
opportunities that can be had, the present housing development,
v/hen compared, proves to be dismally and definitelyf ineffective
A great bulk of our American people can get cleaner, more com-
fortable and better living conditions in our subways, cheap
ten cent theaters and public buildings than they can get at
home •
3-ood home -living conditions are definitely a part of
the standard of living. Thus, anything that can be done to
promote more and better homes will unquestionably help to
fa
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4raise the standard of living of the peonle. If, in doinn:
this, the country should also lift itself from a depression,
then the effort is one that certainly should he made.
All of this, naturally, fits in with the rest of the
discussion that has been created about the housing problem.
There is undoubtedly universal agreement that something should
be done and there have been many efforts made to do something,
both by the government and private enterprise. L!ake no mis-
take, there is need for both these agencies in a successful
carrying on of an^r housing program. Certainly the government
should not set itself up as the country's landlord and try to
carry on by itself; neither should it use a housing program
for some other means, such as gaining m.ore control over business
or as an excuse to create public v;orks
. There are a great many
things that the government can do in promoting more and better
building of homes, but there must be a clear understanding of
the government’s position, as to just what is to be its specific
field of activity • When it comes to really elim.inating the
’nousing shortage, private Industry shall have to do the bulk
of the work.
Therefore, in bringing together the follov/ing v/ork,
an effort will be made to d.efine the housing problem. The
government’s position will be outlined and practical suggestions
will be given with ideas workable and applicable to every day
conditions
.
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CHAPTER II
PROBLEMS OF IHOUSING
To eive any serious consideration to a treatise on
housing, thought should first be given to the problens created
by inadequate hoi?-sing. Many of these are trite and have been
repeated time and again. Hov;ever, regardless of their trite-
ness, the truth of the facts have been proven many times over.
Housing, as a problem of human v/elfare, is as old
as the human race itself. Housing for the lov/er economic
classes has claimed the attention of r'llers throughoi'.t the
ages. Egyptian hieroglyphics, dating as far bach as 4,000 C.
record a sit dovrn strike of the v:orkers v;ho participated in
building the pyramids. This resulted in the first attempt to
build a model town. From the writings of Thucydides, the an-
cient Creek philosopher, we learn that housing was one of the
chief concerns of the rulers of that era. In Constantinople,
under the Byzantine Empire, much v/as done to improve sanitation
and home conditions. In fact, there were m.ore private baths
in Constantinople during this era than there were in Boston and
NeviT York combined in the eighteenth century.
The housing problem has been a paramount one since
the beginning of this country. During the seventeenth and earl
part of the eighteenth centuries, the main problem was building
a home sturdy enough to resist the attacks of the Indians as
well as those of the elements.
1. Hous ing th e Mass e
s
,
Aronovici, Carol p. 11
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6With the development and growth of cities, the hap-
hazard and planless method of grov/th, the im.migration of many
poor European peasants, the housing problem, really developed.
It has been estimated that we have in this countr-^^-
about ten million families living in substandard dwellings.
Just v/hat is substandard is, of course, difficult to define.
When the Editors of "Fortune” magazine made their survey of
the housing field, they defined the minimum standard of health
and decency as one "below v/hich no Am.erican family should be
expected to fall". It Y/ould not include a telephone, central
lighting, central heating or even a bath tub; bi^t it certainly
should include healthful and clean surroundings for the build-
ing, ample and pure running water inside the bouse, a modern
sanitary water closet for the exclusive use of the family
located in the house, enough and large enough rooms to give
the members of the family necessary privacy, sunlight, ventila-
tion and dry walls, adequate garbage removal; adequate fire
protection, a location v/ithin reach of work, a cost not to
j ’ p
exceed 20;o of the family income.'^
In analyzing these standards there is little to be
found that might be called excessive demands. In fact, to most
people, it is a point of amazement that everyone does not have
such standards here in our famous land of plenty. Yet, accord-
Ibid p"^i 14
~~ ~ ~
2. Mousing America
,
Editors of "Fortune" p. 6
*
>7
_
ln3 to !lr. Lar/rence Veiller, seci’etarj and director of t-ie
rational Ilonsint; Association, v/e lack such standards, and
much v/orse. Gertc.in American cities, notabl7 ITew Yorh,
Chicago, Cincinnati, ot. Louis, Cleveland and others have
the v/orst slums in the v/orld, "e points cut that ue have
all of tlae types of slums that they have elsev/here in the
world as v/ell as a number that ue created ourselves, such as
unholy mixing of races, overcrowding of land, and the construc-
tion of tall tenements which shut out the sun and air. '.7e have
houses that are old, dilapitated and. run dov/n, damp, in bad
repair, infested v/ith bugs and germs, v/ithout adequate v;ater
supply or sanitary facilities, with privies in the yards emit-
ting their foul cCi.ors into the wuVndows of the bedrooms and
living quarters adjoining them. In addition to these conditions
which are found in the old world cities, v;e ha.ve land-crowuling,
high buildings and a l8.cl: of light and s,ir that are unhnown in
either Luropo or Asia."
This is not the opinion of onl^r one authority .for ' it
is c. really common fact, expressed hy many authorities interested
in social v/elfare and housing problems, hven the Lev/ Yozh hoard
of Lous ing ’ s report to the Governor in 1929 brought out the above
conditions very strongly and found that they actually did exist
in several cities in Lev; York State.
An entire encvclouedia could no doubt be written on
1. Ibid. U.6

the results of slun surveys in the various cities of Anerica,
and they uould all picture in varying degrees these unsightly
and undesirable elements. Tc nearly every one, the conditions
of the slums are v/ell-hnovrn and appreciated so that there is no
need to go into vivid details of 0',*.r Ar.'.crican slums. Also, as
acute as is the slum problem, v'e must feel the of
housing can be ansv/ered just 03^ slum clearance. Remerhocr tiiat
the inhabitants of the slums are merel;/ cccun:’'ing those cuarters
available for their particuls.r group, hs v;e go up tu.e ladder
of the poor and lov7er-‘;'’.iddle cla.ss groups, v;e v/ill find that
t-ieir he .sing,' in relation to tVieir difference in income, is not
r-^.uch bettor, and, in man 3^ cases, far belon stauidard. Thus the
general housing problem of America is one cf a. complete over-
hauling. Cur hcuising program must be vast and such that it mill
enable all kinds of dwellings in all sections of the country to
be develoned.
t:ie ?ko::LE:.' gt t::s sl-u:
«
'That is pcrha.ps not sc v/ell-kncvm are the ‘oroblems
that have been created oj the existence of slums and some con-
sideration should be given to them. These problems are created
b3r both blighted areas and slums. To margr, the tv;o names liave
the sane connotation but th,ere is a. distinct dm'.fference . the
clig}>.ted area, is one thaub lias become an econcr.iic liabilit"’" to
the communiti^, v.iiile the slum is a. residential area where the
liouses and conditions cf life are so squalid that the area
^ccemes a social liabilitgr to the citv.
‘I'N
9Of the two, the slum is, of course, the most costly.
The connection between the tv/o lies in the fact that generally
blighted areas become slums. The blighted area is -widespread.
Residential areas, that were once good neighborhoods, lose their
desirability from a variety of causes, encroachment of business
and industry, dirt, noise, proximity of certain necessary types
of Indus tr?r, such as slaughtering houses, will all cause a good
neighborhood to deteriorate. Then there are certain internal
changes, such as the introduction of rooming-houses into a
single family district, the arrangement of the streets in such
a v/ay as to prevent proper growth and thus overcrov/ding condi-
tions .
Another more indirect cause for blighted areas is the
automobile and all other m.ethods of rapid transit. This has
resulted in the more prosperous element being taken away from
the center of the city, leaving a vacuum ordinarily filled by those
who are less economically fixed. ^ Of course, obsolete buildings,
natural handicaps such as swampy soil, steep hills -'.des, high cost
of taxes, are factors ti'at lend aid to the creation of a blighted
o
area
.
Blighted areas are not in them.selves slum.s. BTiat
happens is that the owner of the property finds that there is
less demand than previously for his house due to one of the
above or related conditions appearing. This means that he must
Slum-s, Large Scale Housing and Decentralization, Conference
on Home Building and Home Ovmershlp Vol. Ill
p . 2
2. ibid. p. 43
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cut rent, 'viien he cuts the rent he reduces the inccrie frou
his inves tinent . To cov.ipensate for the drop in rent he v/ill
usuallT elirr.inate nanj services cr repairs. ;.lsc, the Tanii:;
attracted to the house is one c:C a lov/er inco-.ie sro'UD than
forrierlp resided there. This results in a ,T”.rther lov/erinj
of the neirhoorhood, nith other fsr.ilies '.cvirr: av.-ap and .'ore
te'ne'uients vaca'nt. Socn t''e de'^ie.nd for the ho'ises hecor.es
li'.-iited to an entrs'uelv lov/ incone proup. Tents rr'.st be
drop'-ed to their level. 7Lr.prover.ie'nts or re'pairs to the d'rell-
inps are cor!ipletelj cut out. The flats are uanp ti'..ies hr hen
u.n and ‘..lade snaller. This enables the properties to be mm
at a profit; but, i'n so doi'ng, a s?rrn is created. rcono-r.icallp,
there 'nap he no loss; but, socially, the loss is terrific.
Slum areas have an attraction for pco'r pecple in
that rentals are loner. Their vr.ahe-'up me.ny ti'r.ss is that of
ignorance and siiifties s'ness , These t'nree factor., many ti'uos
go togeti-cr, but the ignorant family can he educated; it is
the shiftless fnaiily that is a sedi'.he'nt of scciet;-'.
T'nerehore, if the drelling that houses these 'people
:.s ncu v/cr'cn reco-naitacnin it s'noald be destro^'-ed -he I a"'“
ily living there that can'not be rehabilitated certainly canmot
he destroyed. It v/ov^ld appear fncn tho.t, lii:e c>.eli'nq'i.e'nts or
depG'nde'nts
,
these people 'vho ca'nnot e.dj'ust hiG'niselves to clean
living s’nculd hecc.ae 7/ards of t;'..e state. I'n '^oll-and •hnere
are snecial rr..inici'oal d'..'ellinos for tl.ese ”'undesirahle teoiants”. 1
j. . IhiQ. n. no
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It may be that such a thing is needed here.
It is obvious that vj’hen housing conditions get so
bad and so general, they are beyond the reach of the housing
reformer. The reformer soon reaches the stage v/here he finds
that in treating v/ith unsanitary or dilapidated houses it is
im.possible to consider them individually. Ho longer is it a
single house, but an entire area. Thus, there is, as Lawrence
Veiller puts it, a "civic cancer v/hich must be cut out by a
surgeon’s knife." It is exactly like any cancer in a human
body. If it is caught in tim.e it may be cured, if it gets
beyond control it must be cut out by the "surgeon’s knife".
^
Slums that get to the point where they cannot be renovated
or saved must be eliminated.
These slum areas must be eliminated because they
Cause innumierable losses, both social and economic, to the
nation as a whole. Yet even v/ith this realization of the
filthy conditions that exist, no great progressive steps have
been made to eliminate them.. The government is attempting to
do something, but so far, its program cannot be termed success
ful. Hany of the worst slums still exist.
EVILS OF sum AREAS
It would not seem inappropriate, then, to repeat
some of these evils created by inadequate housing. That bad
housing conditions affect health can hardly be denied. Helen
y- p^;i^(^amentals of Housing Study, Davies, Joseph eT p
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Alfred, a v/ell known and prominent social worker, has found
thc.t there is a high correlation betv/een filth, gloom, smells,
noises and the tendency toward disease, anti-social behaviour
and nervous and physical handicaps of children.^ Numerous
medical and public health journals have pointed out that damp-
ness creates rheumatism and pulmonary diseases. Lack of fresh
air has a depressing effect on health and vitality. 0vercro\7d-
ing vfnich favors a lowered vitality is a ripe ground for the
spread of epidemics, increases any tendency towards fatigue,
retards mentality, creates nervousness and a tendency to head-
p
aches
The infant mortality rate has been found to be extreme
ly high in bad housing areas. Most studies conclude that, regard
less of race stock, the more persons per room and the more fam-
ilies per dwelling, the higher the infant mortality rate. Many
diseases are spread as a result of overcrowding or unclean hous-
ing. Infantile paralysis, venereal diseases, tuberculosis,
typhoid fever and tl:e like have all been found to be more preva-
lent in the slums than elsewhere. Unclean housing tends to
favor the harboring of mice, rats, mosquitos and other insects
that are in themselves dangerous carriers of diseases.^
Bad housing also has a very close relationship to
safety. The fire hazard is one, for uncontrolled fire can
destroy the building and may result in loss of life or tragedy
TT idem. ^ ^ '
2. Idem.
3. Housing and the Community, Presidents conference on 7*orae
building and home ownership, p. 78.
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to the family. In fact, fire in a slum area can wipe out an
entire block with a resulting tremendous loss of life. Fire
hazards have been eliminated by most city ordinances and in
most new buildings. Slums, however, v/ere built before these
ordinances went into effect and thus remain very dangerous
fire hazards.
One verj important element of any house is some-
times overlooked; it is the effect of the home on the mental
well being of the person. An imuortant human value that is
sought in housing is the sense of freedom which comes from the
opportunity to be alone. Privacy at home is essential for the
best mental health of each member of the family. Thus, the
crowded home conditions of the slums definitel:/" retards the
growth of individuality of personality. Let no one scoff at
this for it is an extremely important problem. The entire
success of this country is due to the individuality and strong
personality of its founders and builders. If there is a con-
dition that stifles the growth of these two elements in a
section of our population, it may stunt the growth of the
nation.
Mental depression and a feeling of inferiority often
result from living in shabby and dilapidated surroundings . The
child grows up with that feeling that he is not much good in
the world, that everyone is against him, and his v;hole outlook
on life becomes completely perverted. Many families that live
in slums for generations seem to lose all ambition towards
bettering their living conditions. They v/ould much rather stay

14
in the slums and hovels than go to a better district that is
strange to them.^
Bad housing in itself may not be a direct cause of
crime, but indirectly it sets the stage for a great deal of
crime toda^/. Since bad housing conditions are usually accom-
panied by poverty, ignorance, malnutrition and evil associa-
tions, a breeding place for crime is developed.
While there is some disagreement as to the exact
cause of crime, nevertheless, it has been definitely shown
that an exceptionally high rate of crime is associated with
had housing conditions. The slums of Washington, D. C. are
said to have a tendency to produce criminals from among the
children living there, because hidden location of these
slums offer a refuge to the criminal and to Immoral persons
who have a detrimental effect on children. The Bev/ York Times
estimated that about 58/^ of arrests for crime in Manhattan
Y^rere made in the borough's eight slum areas,
^
There has been, as above, some disagreement regard-
ing the extent to v^rhich had housing produces juvenile delin-
quency, still most authorities feel that bad housing is one
of the many undesirable environmental conditions so often
associated with delinquency. According to the President's
Conference, studies in Chicago and other cities reveal juv-
enile delinq''iency to be most frequent, in proportion to juv-
Tl Fundamentals of Housing, Davies, J . E
.
p7 *89
2 Ibid
.
p . 96
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enile population, in those sections of deterioration that
are next to the "business districts of large cities,- This
and other data given seem to prove that the slum district is
a source of juvenile wrong doing.
One thing that is believed very stro gfly by most
students of social problems is that bad housing conditions,
particularly overcrowding, , have a direct causal relationship
with sexual immorality. When v/hole families sleep in one or
tv/o rooms the m.orality of the children suffers because they
learn secrets of sex at an age when children of well-to-do
classes know nothing about it. This overcrowd...ng causes con-
gestion within houses which often makes it necessary for
children to live and sleep with adults in intimate relations
that are often demioralizing in effect. Children are required
to sleep in crowded rooms, brothers v/ith sisters, daughters
vd th fathers and to dress and undress in the presence o'
boarders and all others in the household.^ Prostitutes are
numerous in this type of district and they make no effort to
conceal their vocation. Very few married couples have a room
to themselves, v/hich make it easy for children to learn of
the "innermost reserves of marriage."^
Housing unquestionably affects good citizenship for
clearly there can never be good citizenry unless m.en are given
every opportunity to exist under decent living conditions.
TT Ibid . 146
—
— ^ _
2. Ibid. p. 144
3. Fundamentals of Housing Study, Davies, J. E. p. ICl
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Extreme slum conditions foster attitudes of hatred tov/ard
soc'ety and provide an environment favorable to radicalism.
Thus the fifth colum.n menace to America lies not so much in
tie paid agents of foreign governments as in their sources
of material; and these undesirable living conditions certainly
do much to create good radical propaganda m.aterial.
One other very important effect of bad hov:.sing is
that indu.s trial efficiency of the v/orker is veiy/ :vj.ch impaired.
Fatigue and ill health resulting from bad living conditions
create a tendenc^r for reduced production and spoiling of work.
Workers are far more efficient if they live under pleasant,
healthful conditions, if they sleep restfully in quiet sur-
roundings -with abundant fresh air, and if they and their fam-
ilies are contented with their dv/elling.^ These things are
not found in slum areas
.
It is evident then that poor housing affects a v/ide
variety/ of social elements. Her do the fev/ given here cover
the field. Hov/ever, it must not be inferred that housing is
the sole cause for all of these undesirable elements, or that
the elimination of bad housing conditions will vr^ke for a
perfect world. Society is far too complex for such a simple
solution. What it would dq, would be to at least eliminate one
of the breeding grounds for these social ills
.
Ibid. p. 104
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LACK 0? lOUSIIS FACILITIES FOR ALL
A considerable amount of space has been yiven to the
social problems created by the slums because of the iv.imediate
necessity for the elimination of this excess and utterly in-
human housing condition. However, this does net 'mean that the
slum is the only problem of housing.
As is obvious, our society is divided into different
income groups. There are the very rich, the rich, the moder-
ately well off, the upper middle class, the lower middle class,
the poor and tie very poor. All of these people must be housed
in the available residences of the country. If new building
of homes is not as large as the growth of the population or the
rate of obsolescence it means that each year the facilities
available become less for the group as a whole.
The top groups take their choice of the best in the
housing field. The middle groups v;ill get their selection of
the remainder. «'»hen we come to the poor and the very noor, we
find that the number and quality of dwellings availa.ble is
e.tremel;'^ limited and mainlj?- obsolescent. In this v/ay it can
be seen that the problem, is not just trying to eliminate the
housing for one small group, but that of increasing the entire
housing facilities of the nation, reducing the cost of housing
and in this way enabling each group of society to get the type
of housing to v/hich its income entitles it.
Tht:is
,
there has not been enough facilities in the
right place to fill demands. This is due to the fact that
although there is no shortage of land problem in this country

there is diif icult^’- in the internal constmction of L^.r^e
cities, lliero r.TQ several v/a."s of consiclerin:: the cTevelon-
ment aiid ,arov;th of comrinnities . One is the hit or niss
raethod which is a haphazard and orderless ^rov/th, Ihe other
is the preconceived or prepla.nned method vdiich anticipates
development and riahes prepa.rations that v;ould checl: evils and
lead to a distribution of land uses and improvements consis-
tent with economy and efficiency.^ i'he greatest danyer to
any orderly development is the fluctuating: land v.:ar':ot, briny
iny ruin in its v/ahe
.
IhilD SPSCULATIOIT AI03 LAID hlSdSE
It is t;ie duty of any enliyhtened comnunity to
attempt to offset any possible speculation in land values. It
is Ecnsthiny that can't be accomplished after the land market
disturbances are under v/ay but must be anticipated in advance
Every community sb.ould fix the number of d'welllnys per acre,
by prelocatiny the residential districts of the city, by pre-
planniny improvements consistent v;ith the contemplated and
logical development of specific areas.
h-ning lav/s should be set up and enforced that
strictly define industrial a.reas, shopping centers, and in
general keep each function of the cov.imunlty to its oarticular
section of the city. This method of setting off t’ue city or
• Hous iny the :.ias s e s , Aroncvlcl, G. p. A
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tov/n in sections prevents any decrease in valuation of resi-
dential property due to industrial location. -i-'he community
ould also adjust assessment valuations and taxes to the
potentialities of the residential development of the planned
areas up to their capacity to yield revenue.
The reason for this is that land, to be used fcr
residential property, is dependent for its social value on its
surrou.ndings . Every structure that is built in t’le vicinity
of a home has an influence upon the value of this site for
residential purposes. Thus, the building of a three fanil:/
house in an area of single family dwellings v/ill reduce the
desirability of tbe neighborhood and the value of the homes,
especially those adjacent to it. So too, the construction of
a factory, a store, a gas station, or any other element dis-
turbing either the harmony of the neighborhood or its quiet,
peaceful safety or even its atmosphere, will detract from the
2
residential value of the neighborhood and each individual site.
Fortunately, this is a factor that is becoming more
and more realized. Tlie knowledge has resulted in zoning laws,
private-land restrictions, archltechtural control, the aboli-
tion of nuisances and other restrictive building legislation.
This knowledge ''.as been especially shown by the care and devel-
epm.ent of the adjacent areas to many nev/ gcvernm.ental housing
T:
2. Ibid. n . 15
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projects. Obviousl:/, these are elements necessary to good
housing, but they o.re alm.ost impossible to achieve in the
centers of larger cities where are concentrated most of vour
slum areas. It is these very elements that, create y^our slum
areas, hurry obsolescence and create land values out of pro-
portion to its S' onomic rent.
Thus, land valhes yb.vj Y/ith movements of population,
building activities of the community, and availablity of the
type of land that can be developed. If an. undeveloped area
were properly planned, zoned, restricted, etc., it would be
simple to determine the relation between projected land use
and price. Thus, for residences of the single family t^/pe
that might be sold for ij^5,000 the value might be about |1,000.
If there was to be an apartment hoiise accomodating tv/elve
families and costing about :i48,000 the value of the land to be
used might well be from |iC,000 to -,il0,000.^
If, however, you have a developed community with a
scarcity of land at suitable points, then the value of the land
is bound to increase. V/hen this happens, the ^rield from each
dv/elling would decrease or rents would have to rise. The other
alternative v/ould Le« to use the land more intensively. This
v/ould laean housing twenty-four families in the same area in-
stead of twelve. Thus, the land cost could be spread over a
grea,ter portion of families which v/ould mean less investment
per family.^
Tl Ibid
.
p . 25
2 . Idem
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This is exactly what has happened in the slum areas. Indus-
try, stores and other developments have grown up in the
center of the city. The development of these facilities
reduces the desirability of these areas for residences. I/ith
the industrialization of these areas, we find that land val-
ues increase. The only way to overcome these increases and
gain an income on the land is to house more families. It is
not feasible to build nevj facilities because of the change
in the district, lieither is- it economic to develop or im-
prove the present facilities because of the increased invest-
ment in the land. As a result, a first class slum is born.
There are many good examples of such intensive
cultivation in every large city in the country. In New York
there are some classic comparisons of excessive land values
with the use of the land. A block between Third and Fourth
Streets and between First Avenue and Second Avenue is assessed
at from |>15 to p20 per square foot. . Assum.ing --'15 to be the
correct price, it would make this area equal to a totsl of
^)l, 800, 000. Under normal apartment house conditions, this
area could house abo^it four hundred families. This would
make the per family investment in land $4,500. Allowing for
a normal income from the investment, the rent per fam.ily just
for the land alone, exclusive of any building, v/ould have to
be almost $40 per month. The rent that any one of these
families can pay is about $12 to $15 per month. Thus, on an
|.T.
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area that should house only fo'.'P hundred families, there
must be about sixteen hundred families in order to pay off
the investment.
Hence, it is obvious that slum areas like these are
not economically feasible. They must be removed in suite of
objections from those holding interest in such land. To have
the government attempt to clear out these areas and replace
them with new projects is a task that is almost impossible
and land costs are far too excessive to permit it. What will
have to be done is to develop low cost projects on land that
is relatively cheap and yet sufficiently near the city to
enable easy transportation. In this way these projects can
compete with those low rent districts and their better facil-
ities will dravj families out of the slums. When it is found
that income is reduced, these d'wellings v/ill be torn down.
Also, working in conjunction v;ith these developments should
be the enactment of local legislation that is reasonable, yet
would insure proper sanitary, safety and lighting conditions
in all dv/ellings. Such legislation would require renovation
of these houses, which v;ould Increase their difficulty of
competing with properly operated low cost projects.
LACK OP LARGE-SCALE AND RESPONSIBLE MANAGEMENT
It is evident then that before any building project
is cleared, we have the problem in land valuation. Specula-
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tion of land aa:::r3.vates the situation sc that cnr present
nanapement set-’^.p for hnildinp in Anerica is not able to
cope v/ith it. In fs.ct, in the Jnited Stares, nith very fe
exceptions, lov;-rental hor.sinp developvients arc nndertahon
as a business snail operators vrith linitod capital or
denendinp on riort:’s.';e loa.ns frcr.i bcjihs
«
these onerators are ready to unload at any tiv'.o, ’e
United in their operations and the profit on each r.nit rust
be high in order to give a decent profit on the project as
a Y/hole. In other v;crds, it -reans that the nroporticn of
•nanaper.ient expense plus profit is OY’.t of pronortion to the
exnense of the rest of the develcpn.ent
.
That is vrhy cur ncthod of housing production has
been referred to as a ’*s‘'.oe string” industry.- It results
in nenny Dinching nethods of doing business. ‘in', O "i C‘ p 7 iTi
odd v/hen one considers that it V7as Anerica that shcv;od tne
rest of the v;crld v/hat nass production and large corporations
could cTb in th.c V7ay of lowering costs and i; -.proving the stan-
ard of living, 'fet, in spite of t'\e fact, h:,at the average
v/orhuan can narie any nuYiber of corporatio"i stochs en_a ;od in
saD"olylng co-us-arier v.ants, not one can be nav:ed, thc.t i' s ?.isted
on any najor exc'''.o.nge engaged in s'lpylying ’'.o'-'.ses to con-
GU'ir.ers .
‘rn of er v/ords
,
if vou uanted to invest in the res-
XCl • "0 # / o
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idential 'building field., it vvould have to be in a construc-
tion materials company. There are no large companies
founded for the pi;j?pose of prom.oting large scale residential
building. Yet, there is no reason v/hy there shouldn’t be
companies of this nature. It is a field as yet untouched
but having great possibilities. Further consideration to
such an enterprise v/ill be given in the final chapter of this
thesis
.
THE PROhLE!.; OF FlhAhCIFQ
Perhaps one of the biggest problems facing the
housing field today seems to be one of money, '.'^’hy is it
that people can go to any extreme to pay off in one or two
7/ears the notes on a thousand dollar car at ver7r high rates
of interest, yet, when it comes to pa7/ing off a mortgage on
a house, the holder runs into terrific difficulties, so that
eventuall:/, as in 1953, the government ha(^ to step in to
alleviate the condition.
Tike practically everything else in the housing
field, housing finance has lagged behind the financing of
many other enterprises, and the hazards involved seem to
have developed methods of financing that have burdened hous-
ing with finance costs that are out of proportion with the
rent paying resources and buying power of the public.^
1. Idem
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In the "Financial Survey of Urban Housing" published
by the United States Department of Comm.erce in 1937, it is
interesting to note that the average ratio of mortgage debt
to the value of the property for the fifty- two cities surveyed
was, on Jan. 1, 1934, 60. 4f^ for rental dwellings and 55.6^^
for owner-occupied dwellings.^ It is also interesting bO nobe
that the mortgafje takes in more than one naif the value and
that the mortgage on rental dwellings is higher -chan for owner-
occupied dwellings. This might be due to the fact that the
income from rental dwellings has not been sufficient to pay
off the same ratio of the mortgage.
IHTBREST xHATE TOO IIICrH
One of the chief complaints in the housing field has
been the fact that the interest rate is very high. It is not
so much that the quoted interest rate itself is nigh, because
generally it doesn’t run much over Uhat the difficult
factor is, is that the ultimate cost of a Viouse includes not
only its construction investm-ent and other charges inherent
in ownership but also the rate at which money can be obtained
in the m.arket. It is usually impossible to ascertain v^hat
the actual rates of interest are, because the picture is
often befogged by all sorts of charges in the loan, which
tend to conceal the rate of interest. Also there is generally
included a heavy financing charge upon which interest must oe
—
gnie Financial Sl~rvey of Urban Housing, Department of Commer c e
,
1957 Table III.
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r>r.ld throM-’hoiit tlie life of t'le loan.- Cbvio'ic I-”-, Inen, it
is difficult to fi;;:ure out tlie actual avaount borrov/ed, and
viousl:r "’ontioned "financial Survey of
a Syracuse, llev/ I'orl: to ^1.71 per „.100
in Butte, I'ontana."^ flie bull: of tlie ratec centered around
i)6.54. This rate of G/o seeus in this country to be soue
1/ .1 -J- o cakes it innos
fro:ii the
Urban kousinp" \ie p
from 15.40 per .;100
value that should be received. Anything; t.o].cu it, '.eans a
loss, and anytliinf above is sliu'itlv above noroial.
Cf course this attitude is absurd because it is a
nre t'c investnent that paps even -,j.
is no actual equitv that the hcfuier C 2.n obta.in if dividend
ii G S Gli?0 O0^,G sed bp. There v/ouJ.d seen to be more collat-
era.l behind a b.O'ise nC'rtpape. Si;: percent returns, then,
seen to be far out of proportion to the rial; of tie invest-
Q n,t inVo 1V ed
.
In France, prior to the v:ar, the folloniiip fiyarea
on dv/ellinp loans v;ere published bp one cf the 'uost ii.voortaant
lendinr institutions in t’ .e cou.ntv. La Sociote Gentrale de
Cre 0.1 1 Iv.ir.iob i 1 1 er ; ^
S.7o,j on loauis to fan.ilies v;it';\ one chi?-d
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Besides the low rate, the important factor to note in the
above schedule is the gradi.iated scale as applied to families
of various sizes. This is indeed an idea strange to this
country, but it is a pretty sound principle. Larger families
are less likely to move from a dwelling once purchased than
are smaller families. Also, reduction of interest rates en-
ables the larger family to secure the proper number of rooms
required at the monthly charge it can afford to pay. This
is shown in the cost per room chart. Prom an economic stand-
point the famil:/ of six presents more prospective purchasing
power to the nation than does the smaller family in the same
income class
.
In comparing our interest charges with the rates of
the French private lending agency, there is obviously some- ,
thing v/rong. The argument maj be raised that there are more
sources available for Investment in this country, and this is
true. However, there is also a great deal more inves table
capital available here and certainly, it does not seem that
there should be this difference in rates.
Thus, it is not difficult to realize that rental
rates or the ability to acquire and pay for a home is affected
by the costs that must be charged against interest. This is
shown particularly well in the "Rent Tables" published in 1937
by the Hev^ York City Housing Authority.^ In this chart there
!• Rent Tables
,
Uhl, Charles H. N.Y.C. Housing Authority by
the Y. P. A.
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is assumed a period of amortization of forty years . Variations
in interest rates are used as a basis in calc'.ilating rents.
There is also taken for 'zranted the fact t’^at in any larne
development there would be som.e benefit derived from their
rental v/hich v/O'^Jld help reduce the residence rentals. In this
particular case, fifty cents is deducted from the rental of
each room. This allowance is very liberal.^
RENTAL ChAlGhS ?CR OhE ROCl AT VAlVr:l CP IhThiEbT
(Cost per room., •' '.1,200)
Interest rate Rent per month
pe r room
Interest Rate Rent per month]
per room
No interest jp 6.96 O '/o 3 . 88
1 % 7.73 3'h 9.25
7.84 4 9.64
2 7^ 8.17 4-o-)j 10 .04
8.52 5 10.46
Chart I
It is eas^r to see that there is considerable differ-
ence in the rent of one room for a month at 2hi and one at
5/;i. Eor a normal sized home of five rooms, it means a saving
of approximately RlO per month. Considering that most mort-
gages are placed at 6>o, it means a saving of about ;,:12. Thus,
with a lower interest rate an entirely different income group
could occupy this same house. This money problem then assumes
1. Housing the Lasses, Aronovic'i, C. p . SO
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serious proportions.
LACK OP IlL/ESTMEKT OF PPiIVATS FITITDS
There is unquestionably a lack of private investment
in housing and the follGrvving reasons suggested by Carol
Aronovich seem to be quite pertinent.^
"1. The interest rates at which money is obtainable
from both public and private sources are too
high to encourage building for the families
affording the largest housing market in the
United States
.
"2. The upper brackets of home purchasers find a
saturated market, i.e. housing of a higher
price had been oversupplied during the boom
period preceding the depression, vjhich created
comparatively low prices as compared with the
cost of construction and building costs, since
recovery started on its upswing.
"3. Banks and insurance companies have not yet un-
loaded all of the bad investments they made
during boom times, and there is no v/ay of un-
loading without writing off more than it would
seem safe to do in a short period of four or
five years
"4. Incomes have not yet become sufficiently cer-
tain and steady ornormal to encourage invest-
ment in small homes
.
"5. A considerable number of workers, who, under
normal conditions v/ould have become home owners,
have in the last nine years dropped out of the
market, either because they have become depen-
dent on government relief, or because they have
become unemployed due to age, technical changes
in their trades or other conditions.
1. Ibid. p. 85
2. This problem has been relieved considerabl;/ since the
publication of Aronovich's book in 1939, but it is true
many banlcs have a considerable amount of property on hand
that is nowhere near the value of the mortgage.
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”8 The hazards and losses v/hich have pervaded the
real estate business after the break have
created a psychology regarding investm,ent in
real estate v/hich v/ill require a much longer
period of time to be forgotten than v/e have
passed .through so far. nr
This last is a very important point because there is
unquestionably a feeling about real estate ownership that is
not healthy and does not help the revival of construction.
Many feel that real estate is not the best investment on the
market. Perhaps a fear of inflation created by our v/ar econ-
omy may overcome this factor and cause people to invest in
new houses because such a thing is at least tangible property.
1 .
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CHAPTER III
COKDITIOHS FAVORABLE AND UNFAVORABLE TO N'E- GOliSTRuCTIOH
FAVORAELE FACTORS
A HEED FOR MORE RESIDEHCBS
That there is a need, for housing in America can
hardly he denied. Slums have alv/ays heen the festering sores
of cities such as Hevif York, Chicago, Boston, etc. and must
sooner or later be cleaned out. But more than this, we have
a need for housing running throughout the entire country.
Urban and rural districts v/ould do well to have their reso.—
dential faces uplifted.
In applying the minimum standard of decency to homes
in America v/e v/ould find that about ^ O'/o lack some one of these
standards. Yet, housing is an industrial problem as well as
a social one, and it seems to be the one field wherein Am.erican
enterprise and ingenuity have failed. It is the one important
field in which America should not fail because no product of
American industry affects the welfare of the country as a whole
more than poor housing.
The members of the building industry seem to be ham-
strung by traaltions, customs, distribution and trade union
set ups that are of the nineteenth century variety. It has
neglected to apply to its world the statistical and organising
technique that other industries have been using for a century.
By not studying its market, it has lost sight of the
fact that two-thirds of American families do not have incom.es
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over $2,000.^ Instead, it has continued to build houses
that are out of reach of its potential market, or has forced
them to pay a price out of proportion to their income, thus
restricting expenditures in other fields. This also means
that the building industry depends on only one -third of the
population for its distribution. It has failed to reach a
market vfnich, exclusive of families living on farms, amounts
to 14,500,000 or 15,000,000 families. If the industry can
build a good home (not a four- room frameshack) for 4,800, it
vrould add 60% to its 1931 sales. If it could build a good
house for y3,600, it would double its 1920-1929 output and
p
even invade an untouched market."
Obviously, this means a great deal to other indus-
tries as well. In the first place, if the American family
spends less on housing, there is going to be additional pur-
chasing pov/er available for expenditures in various other in-
dustries. This, of course, is indirect. Directly, the building
industry affects the lumber, stone, brick, tile, paint and
glass industries, because it is the largest consumer of these
products. When you then consider the effect it has on electri-
city consumption, home furnishing, steel employment, etc., it
can be seen that the industry is a key niece in our economic
jig-saw puzzle.
Its failure
,
then, is the concern of all industry.
T~. Figures from the Dep't of Commerce, Bureau of Census , 1930
.
2. Op. Git. p. 27
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Anything that industry or the governraent can do to eliminate
hindrances, such as, the inefficiency of management, real
estate speculation, exorbitant methods of financing, monopo-
listic labor unions and materials companies, complicated and
foolish building codes, taxes, etc., should be promoted strong-
ly by them
.
The oast ten years have v/itnessed the greatest slump
that the building industry has ever encountered. Chart II
shov;s how this has occured graphically. This chart is based
on actual residential construction figures. From a high point
of 841,000 units in 1926 it dropped in eight years to a low of
62,000 units. In other v/crds, the year 1932 was 1 of its
1926 high. Chart III takes into consideration the grov/th in
pooulation and it shows the relationship above and below normal.
This brings out more vividly the practical shut dovm of residen-
tial construction and its subnormal trend during the past ten
years. Fortunately, the trend for the past five years has been
sharply upwards. Still construction for ten years has been
running below normal replacements, and this can mean only one
thing, a shortage of homes.
The normal line for chart III is based on the assump-
tion that a grov;th in population ¥/ould require an additional
amount of housing. Inasmuch as the basic cons trn.ction figures
given are those for dwelling units constructed in non-farm
areas, it is necessary to record the grov/th of population in
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in the urban areas and not in the farm districts. Then,
taking the basic population figures for the decades, 1910,
1920, 1930, and 1940, it is possible to determine the number
of inhabitants in urban areas and the rate of growth betv/een
decades can be computed. B7/ dividing each of these three
percentages by ten you have the rate of growth per year for
each decade.
Our normal figure for 1940 should be anproximately
784,000 units constructed. Actually, it was only 69;^ of this
figure or 540,000 units. On an average for the past ten years
we have been running about 470,000 units per year short of
what nev/ construction should have been.
Of course, the answer to these figures is that fact
which has been stressed all along; namely, that construction
of new homes is for only one third of the population. The
bright spot in this whole picture is that the c^^-cle is again
on the way up. The war will hamper construction of regular
dwellings, but if the proper policies are followed, this emer-
gency period can be used to promote a real housing boom at the
close of hostilities.
The latest census figures shed further light on the
am.ount and type of need for housing. ¥here a house is built
for people to live in, then an:/' change in the number or
character of the population will have its effect on the hous-
ing industr:/. Thus, the census results to date would seem to
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indicate the follov/ing findings of importance as interpreted
by the i'ederal home Loan Lank keviev/.^
1. For the next ten years we nay expect an increased
potential demand for ho'nes as the nur.iber of per-
sons in marriageable a;"es will be considerably
larger than in past decades. Lhis is based on
the results as shovm in the following chert.
Chart B7
PSHGEITT CLANGE Iff f’OPT’LATIOlI BY AGE GICTTPS
Age rercent A-'e Percent
Gnder 14 decrease O.j 25 - 44 increase 9.",
14 - 19 increase .i; 5 - d 4 " 21
20 - 24 " Sm' 6d O’^^er " L5
hew marriages have a most important bearing on
housing need and although they are usually post-
poned during the depressions and accelerated
during nrosnerous times, marriages in the long
run are largely determined by the number of per-
sons of marriageable age. According to prelimi-
nary census data, the number of persons most
likely to marry in the ea^rly yvears of the present
decade are persons in the age from tv/enty to
twent7/-four years, numbered 11,560,000 (both sexes)
Yi federal home Loan Fank Review, federal Pome Loan >':ank Board,
1941. p. 181

in 1940 . This connlares wi'hi 10, .;.70,000 in l:30.
'hie nuviber of ‘G S 0 ns nest liiioly -to '"Lcirry in th.e
la 1 1 0 r p au’t of the pre,- ont lec::.de, 'lorsons v/h.o
"ere fro;;' I'crrtGen to nineteen ye are : 10. Ivi
nnnbereci 14//o0,000 (both senes) as a'_-ai:ist
13,950,000 in 1930.
Ihe tyne of ho'asiny units reeu
by the phono -.lenon of a-U "ayiny
rocl "'ill be affected
population", 'that is
a population containing a. prov/i'rxp -proportion of
older people and a sr.ia.ller proportion of younper
u .
people
.
hiis is shov/'n in c’lart IV in which the aye yrouns
45-54 and G5 and over show the unusually lar.ye
gains of 21 and 35p respectively. On the other
hand, the nunber of children under 14 decreased 9/i.
This "aging" population is also brought out iTith the
following figures vdiich give the r.iediuin age of our
population for the past sin censuses.
Chart V •
hlDIuI." hdh 01 PCPbLATICh -
1890 - 1940
Year hodian Age
1890 21.4
1900 22 .9
1910 24.0
1920 o c: o
1930 26 . -
1940 23 .9
. Census, fron '"hed'eral hone Loan ..'anl: .'eview "
,
harch p. 182
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After 1950, the aging of our population due to
lov/er birth rates and improving mortality rates
v/ill undoubtedly have important effects on the
types of living quarters required. The older
people ¥/ill want smaller residences and av/ay from
the city, in areas of favorable climate and lov/er
living costs,
3. Prom 1930 to 1940, the number of families' in the
United States increased more than twice as fast
as the total population, accompanied by a consid-
erable reduction in the average family size. On
April 1, 1940, the number of private households in
the United States v/as 34,860,000 of which 20,600,000
or 59.1^ were in urban areas. The number of private
households in the United States increased 16. 6>^
during the past decade against a population growth
of only 7.2fs. In view of the number of persons v/ho
will reach marriageable ages v/it;'iin the next ten
years, it is only reasonable to expect that the
number of families will continue to grow at a
faster rate than the total population. Yv^ith the
shortage in housing that has occured over the past
decade, this fact can mean onl:f one thing. New
homes must be built to take care of these new famil-
ies. However, the average size of the family has
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4.
been declining and is likely to decline further.
This is a continuation of the trend begun in 1930
and the decreasing birth rate means further reduc-
tion. Naturally, a change of this sort means that
with smaller families, the tendency tcv/ards smaller
residences v/ill be more nronounced than ever.
The proportion of urban population to total copula-
tion increased rapidly until 1930 and remained
static in the past decade. Continued urbanization
in som.e areas v/as offset by i.e-u 2^ ...anlzation in other
regions. For t: e first time in a hundred years, the
last decade appears to have brought a b‘.alt to the
progress of urbanization, which has accompanied our
industrial expansion in the past. From 1820 to 1930,
the proportion of urban population to the total in-
creased steadily from 7.2 to o6.2/j. In the past
decade this proportion Y/as raised only to 56.5,3', a
negligible gain when compared v;ith preceding periods.
Chart VI
"hhAh PCPTJLhTIOb IN Thh uS )o TOTAL JhhhhEATICb
^
1820 - 19^x0
loar
1820
lo30
1840
1350
IbCO
1870
I8o0
orcent Year Percent
7.2
"ul
11.8
15.1
19.8
25.2
28.2
lo90
1900
1910
1920
1950
1940
54 • 1
o u .8
45.5
51.2
56 .
2
56.5
Ibid p . 185
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5. A net addition of over 3,000,000 occupied dv/ell-
in.p units in uroan areas duriup the east decade
suggests that the housing supply furcugh new
construction was suppli:nted by the extensive con-
version of large dwellings into s'/'.aller units -
a factor usuall^r neglected in current sta^-istics.
Chart VII
''Vhlhl CF 1; '^:LLI::G- .vita IV
April 1, 1910
Item Tot-al
000
0 it ted
'‘rban
' umoer oi"
000 total
O’ '1.1 tt ec.
hiral
000
onitt ed
Odd dwelling units 37,337 21,322 ;)7.9 15, 7 15
Occupied ^’.rn'.ts • '. '4
,
oo 2 h0,3-. 9 39.1
Va c a i 1 1
,
-l' c r sale
or rent 1
,
Ut34 923 ^19.0 ol
hercent of total
vacant 4 . 3 j - •!,-
Co"^.paring this data v/ith the 1930 figure
,
we find
a net addition of appro:;iriately 3,fSG,000 cccinied
fa.uilg "mits di''.ring tlae uast decade. uhe :ross
addition v/as undo’.ibtedly in excess of t-iis figgire
for it is estiuatcd ti.at eacli gear abo''it 50,000
fauily units in urban areas are withdrawn frou use
by de ’olition, fire, flood, tornado, or other
catas troph.ies . This wc”.ld -'.ean ti:at 3, hb0,000 v;ere
added
.
T Idem
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Total nevr construction during the decade accounted
for only 1,700,000 units. The difference of 2,000,000 units
is probably due to the following reasons
1. Urban vacancies in 1940 were far lov/er than in
1930. The^r were 9% as compared with 4.2% in
1940. In 1941 the estimate v/as placed at 2%,
This change would account for 800,000.
2. The supply of new units was undoubtedly supple-
mented by the large number of conversions of
single family homes into two to four homes, and
by making large apartments into smaller ones.
Economic conditions and smaller families forced
this result. Hov/ever, there is not now avail-
able a great number of houses that can be so
converted
.
3. The increase of urban dwelling units is partly
due to the reclassification of smaller communi-
ties from "rural" to "urban" groups. This
comes about when small communities grow beyond
the 2,500 population limit which is the dividing
line used.
INTEREST RATES LCUER
There is still another factor, which, although not
completely solved, nevertheless, is in a far better condition
Cleveland Trust Bulletin, Feb. 15, 1941^ Cleveland
Tru s t Compan77 •
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than at any previous time. In the first chapter it v/as seen
hovi inportant a low interest rate on nortyayes can be. Prior
to 1932, the effective average interest rates in f e country
ranged from 5.4^ in Syracuse, N. Y. to 8,7% in Butte, Montana.
The Average for the country as a vaiole was 6.54%'.^
The money problem of housing then can be summed up
as high interest rate, concealed expenses, short mort age
periods and insufficient coverage. In an effort to solve
these questions, the National Housing Act v;as passed in 1934.
Throughout the discussion of the bill it was pointed out that,
from the sta.ndpoint of the home ov/ner and wage earner, a debt
incurred, to obtain things for current use and consumntion, if
it cannot be paid periodically out of current income, must be
met at some future date in a lump sum. The self -liquidating
Ciiarac L,er so desiraole in a commercial loan can only be aonrox-
imated in an individual debt by the device of small current
periodic payir^ents in the form of amortization.^
Insufficient coverage was shown in ore sent mortgage
loans, by the practise of financial institutions loaning only
40 or 50/O of the appraised value of the property upon a short
term instrument, usually five years, and payable on maturity.^
To the lender, this method of placing a mortgage is
quite logical. Real estate values sometimes fluctuate- so much
T~» Op. Git. p. 22
—
— ^
2. Hearings on National Housing Act
, May 16 - 24, 1934 p, 16
3, Idem.
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that even a 50^^ loan is not safe. A short loan would also
seem to insure greater safety. However, such a practise
meant an extremely/ large dovm pa^un.ent or, if this were not
available, recourse to a second mortgage, with interest
rates on this type ranging from 14 to 20“^. Obviously too,
this time limit meant that in a period of a financial crisis,
renewals were not possible and loans were foreclosed.^
Therefore, a sound instrument, from, the standpoint
of the borrov/er, is one v/hich ena.bles him to consolidate his
entire obligation in one mortgage and which does not confront
him with the perils of refinancing, but which does allow him
to pay off his principal in monthly payments, v/lthin his earn-
ing capacity over, a reasonable period. From his standpoint,
a ten to twenty-five year amortized mortgage at reasonable
interest rs'tes is the only sound method by vdiich he can ac-
quire the socially desirable status of a home owner.
It is of benefit to the lender in that the necessity
of a second mortgage financing lm,poses .lUch an additional
burden on the borrov;er that it seriously impairs his ability
to meet his first mortgage obligations.
To promote this need the national Housing Act set
up a system whereby the loans of accepted institutions made
under certain principles would be insured by the newl^/ pro-
moted Federal Savings and Loan Corporation.
Under this plan, a mortgage to be eligible for insur-
ance must conform to the following recognized standards of
1 . Idem
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sound mortgage practises:^
”1. The mortgage must be a first lien on an ovrner-
occupied dwelling. (Certain exceptions are made
in the case of slum clearance and low-cost
building projects.)
"2. The mortgage must be held by an acceptable
mortgagee capable of servicing it properly.
”3. The mortgage must provide for regular amorti-
zation uiitil the loan is completely retired.
In general, this amortization period Y/ill not
be more than twenty years
. A longer period
may be desirable, hov;ever, on properties of
exceptionally stable value.
"4. The mortgage must be of such a nature that the
insuring of it by the corporation is beneficial
to the raortgage m.arket as a whole. It must
conform to standards of character, and income of
the -mortgage as set by the board of the Corpor-
ation.
"5. The mortgage must be for an amount not in excess
of 80%' of the appraised value of the property
in the case of new construction or 60% of the
current appraised value in the case of existf-ng
dv/ellings
.
"6. The net interest return to the lender must not
be in excess of 5%, except in communities where
the Corporation authorizes it to a maximum of
6% if -necessary to attract mortgage funds to
that section.
”7. The i-nterest rate may be cha-nged from time to
time by the Federal Board. At present it is 6%."
The passage of this bill has indeed been a forward
step in promoting housi-ng fina-nce. It can be considered a
favorable factor in prornoting the sale of new residences.
Although it did not succeed in reduci-ng the specified interest
rate on mortgages m.aterially, it, nevertheless, acccmnlished
1. Ibid. n. 18
\I
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a great deal of good in fields where it v/as badl;/ needed.
In the first place, the Act has eliminated that very risky
procedure of short term mortgages requiring high monthly
payments and the necessity for refunding. The twenty year
amortization plan should unquestionably be a boom to future
housing development, because of the lower monthl:/ payments
that are required. Y/hen the proper sort of house is devel-
oped that can be sold for around i^3,500, it means that the
monthly payment for such a house on a 75 or coverage
will be far less than the rental charge for similar facil-
ities .
Tlie inclusion of taxes and other vital charges in
this periodic figure aids in showing clearly what the oper-
ating expense for the home will be. It also serves as an
excellent collection plan for the municipality and prevents
many foreclosures due to delinquent taxes.
If further revisions or reductions are made in the
interest rate, then the home mortgage finance field would
greatly be strengthened. This could probably be done in
many ways. Imitating the French system, it could set up a
slid5.ng scale based on the size of the family, i. e., a
family of two could pay a family of three, 5i>o; a fam-
ily of four, 5';h, etc.
Another method would be to use a varying rate of
interest based on the down payment or the amount of coverage
of the mortgage. This plan v/ould have to apply on dwellings
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in the low-cost field or up to $7,000, xihere the amount of
fluctuation in value is less severe.
If a man buys a home for .s4,000 and pays a dov/n
payment of ^]i2,000 with a twenty year mortvave for the balance,
then there is no reason why he should pay 5 or 6$ interest
on the balance when another man has a dov/n payment on the
house of only J,j5800 and carries an 80/^' coverage. Certainly, a
50% coverage presents a very minor risk compared with an S0%
one. There is far less chance of the agency losing anything
on a mortgage of this sort. Therefore, his interest rate
should be proportionately less.
Another method of reducing interest payinents could
be used by having a sliding interest scale based on the length
of time the mortgage has been in force and provided that the
principle has been paid off in part. j-‘''or instance, a mortgage
that has been in force five years with payments made regularly
and not transfered would have its interest rate reduced from
5% to 4. 5/4%. After ten years it could be reduced to 4-2%,
etc
.
The rate set and the time limit is only arbitrarv be-
cause it v/ould depend on the amount of depreciation the house
v/ould undergo, but it is a proposal that could easily/ be made
practical
.
Therefore, the conditions favorable for a housing
boom lie in the terrific need for nexi residential building
tnat has been Duilt up during the past decade and in the more
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favorable position occupied by the financial market with
relation to mortgage conditions, rate and further improve-
ments that can easily be made.
UNFAVORABLE CONDITIOilS
In spite of all that has been v/ritten during the
past ten years about the evils that exist in the housing
field, practically little has been done to alleviate them
and, with som.e, the situation is even worse than it was
before.
INDUSTRY LACKS CO-ORDIUATIOIi
Housing, unquestionably, costs too m.uch. Yet, a
dwelling is only a combination of design, machine, craftsman-
ship and distributing energy, much the sam.e as any other
commodity we buy.
This combination, then, should be made more effec-
tive. Still, no one measure can produce a solution. The
reason for this is that housing is made up of land; the im-
provem.ent of land, i.e., roads, utilities, etc.; building
materials and equipment; labor both in manufacture of equip-
ment and of the house itself; financing; supervision and
overhead; sales and advertising expenses.^ The cost of each
of these is in excess cf v/hat it should be.
Many of these excessive costs v/ere created by tie
set-up of the present housing industry. In 1929, there were
1. ''Survey Graphic
",
Grov/ing Pains
,
Parsons, R. V.,
Feb. 1940. p. 66.
&
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8,969 v/holesalers of building materials and furnishing,
employing 120,124 persons; 116,119 retailers employing
477,360 people handled some of the wholesalers’ line. Then
there were 144,396 contractors and sub-contractors, 2,3oo,S57
skilled building workers, 439,935 apprentices and laborers,
22,000 architects, 102,086 civil engineers and surveyors,
100,430 designers and draftsmen, 240,030 real estate agents
and officials, or a total of 5,514,500 people directly con-
cerned v/ith the building industry.^
Breaking these figures into types, we find that
there were 135 types of manufacturers, 24 t^rpes of whole-
saling or .lobbing distributors, 22 types of retailing dis-
tributors, 34 types of contractors and 27 types of organized
skilled and unskilled labor involved in the production of
2tne dwelling itself.
This present set-up in the building industry has
only become established in the last two generations. Before
that every community of any size had an entrepreneur of
housing, the local lumber dealer and planning mill who could
supply virtually every item that went into making the house.
The millwork of making doors, windows, sashes, etc., would
keep the workers busy in the slack months.^
Soon, hov^ever, niped water, sewers, gas, electricity,
Tl Ibid
.
p . 67
2. Idem.
3 . Idem
i iik -ti
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central heating and plumbing appeared. Had the lumber dealer
been sufficiently enterprising he would have absorbed these
new requirements. He did not, with the result that a score
of ne'7 little businesses appeared, the plumber, s teamf itter,
electrician, tiler, roofer, sheet metal worher, and innum-
erable others. These all set up separate stores, separate
sales organizations, ne*w bookkeeping and collection personnel,
with the result that tremendous increases were added to the
cost of building.^
The result has been that hor^sing construction has
become the big "little business". Large is tVie total figure
of the industr;/ but sroall is the individual organization.
Housing might have been able to survive this com-
plicated production and distribution mechanism if the indus-
try had broadened its market beyond the 40/o of families who
can afford to pay ^400 or m.ore per ^^ear for rental or carry-
ing charges. This might be seen in the following fig'ires
giving the distribution of u.rban dwellings in the Hnited
pStates by rental groups for the year 1930.
Chart VIII
The median
rental is
>325.80
annually
.
1. Idem.
2. The Evolving House
,
Eemis, A. G. Vol. II p. 119
Groupings by
Annual Dollar Rental
number of
homes
Under ;'>120' 12.7
120 - 179 10.8
180 - 239 10.5
240 - 359 20.6
360 - 599 25.8
cOO - 899 12.2
900 - 1199 2.8
1200 - 1799 2.8
1800 - 2379 0.4
2400 - over 0.4
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Thus, we have a big industry meicing a product that
can be taken only by tvfo-fifths of its potential market.
This is because the set-up of the industry is so broken up
that no unifying methods of production can be installed. In
a typical New England cottage type of home, costing N5,000,
there are 506. separate items of materials and labor with
82,564 parts th_at m.ust be handled.^
The obvious solution then would seem to be a return
to the original plan of one local entrepreneur of housing,
thus placing .u.^der one overhead and one profit all the el-
em.ents required. In this way he could, not only supply the
materials, equipment and labor for building a house, but in
some Instances could maintain a real estate, building, loan
and mortgage department with his custom.ers. Such an entre-
preneur could do much with prefabrication, and could benefit
labor by keeping them v/orking during the v/ inter months on
inside mill work.
LAND DEVELOPMENT COSTS TOO HIGH
Perhaps one of the biggest unfavorable factors that
still remains in force is the cost of land development from
the rav/ agricultural land to the point where it is ready to
have a house built on it.
Many times we have seen an advertisement in our
local paper showing a nev/ development with lots for sale at
1. Cp. Git p. 42
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;;600 to a $1,000. This will attract raany who do not realize
hov/ small the lot will be or what the cost of the same area
was originally. If they knev/ that the primary cost of this
verj land was only a fraction of the advertised amount and
hov/ its ultimate cost grev;, there would probably be less in-
terest shown in the proposition.
V/hat seems to have been the general situation in
the past was that a knockabout and high pressure broker with
a small bank balance looked around for a likely location in
the suburbs. Through a local real estate dealer he discovers
that a certain farm on the outskirts of the town is for sale
s-'t sp3,000 an acre. One-third is paid in cash and the rest on
mortgage. Included in -the price is fee
-yl, the real estate
fee of 5fo.
Next, the promoter must borrov/ additional money for
development andthisis added to the t\70-thirds already on mort-
gage. A survey must be made and lots laid out. For this, an
engineer’s fee is paid. Then comes the contractor who divides
the lots. Installs streets and sidewalks. Also, one-third of
the land must be used for these improvements and the cost of
this one- third is added to the remaining salable land.
The landscape architect appears and sets up some
trees and a few other additions. For this fee
-;/4 is paid,
which is about of the land cost.
Finally, the land is ready for sale. The promoter
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then hires a high pressure publicity man who receives fee #5.
Fancy colored folders, literature and nevirspaper advertising
makes up fee #6. He then hires a real estate selling agent
who works on a 40^ basis and another fee is added. The land
is then sold and, in all probability, the first bu7/ers will
be speculators who have no intention of building but who feel
they can obtain a profit on a resale.
Thus
,
the cost of an acre of this ordinary farm land
v;ould have increased in the following manner:^
per salable acre
1. Original cost of rav/ land per acre
including 5/b broker’s fee s? 5 000
2. One third of land set aside, thus
saddling rest of land v/ith this
expense
^
1 500
3. Engineer’s fee, equalling lOfo of
land costs 450
4. Improvements (streets, sidewalks etc.) 6 000
5. Contractor’s profit of 1.0% 600
6. Landscape costs {2^% of land costs) 112
7. Publicity costs , 100
8. Advertising campaign and agenc^j ’ s fee 300
9. Promoter’s interest on mortgage and
all capital invested @ Q%> for 3 years 2 520
10 . Bonus for funds borrowed @ 2% 280
11. Promoter’s profit of 100% on original
raw land 4 500
12. Selling agent’s cost and fee 6 000
13, Total cost 25 362
' Obviously/, these costs for land development are out
of proportion to the value received in the land. There are
too many hands through which the land must pass before it is
made available to the public. This, hovxevor, is but one of
numerous factors in housing that are out of kilter and in need
1 , ~Hous i ng Ameri c a
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correction.
bijiixjitg :;latehials costs
Perhaps the one place in the housin.q: field v/here
costs have skyi’ocheted is in the huilding of the stm.cture
itself. To obtain a clear picture of this. Chart IX com-
pares the cost of living v/ith the cost of cons tn,ic tion index
over a period of tv/ent:/-six years.
It can be seen from this graph that from 1923 to
1931 construction costs and the cost of living were on a
fairly even level, but in 1940 the cost of living index is
I'l- points less than in 1931 while the cost of construction
is almost thirty points higher. In fact the 1940 index is
the highest on record v/ith the exception of the -rear 1920.
TVie remarkable thing about these figures lies in
the steady rise that construction costs have incurred during
the past seven years. This, in spite of the fact that the
amount of construction has been slow in moving and is no
v/here near the 1926 level.
Construction costs are, of course, made up of tv/o
basic things, labor and building materials. Building mater-
ials, although not increasing as much as labor costs, never-
theless, have risen considerably. This is hnrd to explain
when v;e consider that com.petitive bidding for a shru.nken
market should force prices dov/n. ilov/ever, this is not the
picture when v/e look at the trend of building materials as
shov/n in Chart X.
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There is another factor with regard to the cost of
Duilding materials that is not shovm in any statistics on
the prices of building m.aterials
. Th-at factor is the collu-
sion and monopolistic practises that exist in this field and
which might lain the fact that materials prices have not
declined even though technological improvements made in
materials have considerabl^r reduced the cost of production.
A small idea of what the average home builder is up
against can be gleaned from some of the evidence turned up
by the Temporary National Economic Committee in its investi-
gation of the building industry. Evidence given seem.s to
point conclusive!;/- at collusion between labor and building
materials companies seeking to keep in force unreasonable
prices for both.
Yevj strong evidence a-nd testimo-ny was given by I'lr.
Carleton A. Sm.ith of Smith and Dawson Co., a Chicago building
firm which had succeeded in reducing the cost of houses in’
a
Chicago surburban developm,ent by eliminating both the general
contractor and a sales organlzatio'n from the cost of home
building. The firm was offering a home including land costs
for '^4,800 for which the purchaser paid a )675 deposit and
834.01 per month for twentir years under the P.H.A. mortgage
plan. hr. Smith testified that the costs of these homes could
have been reduced considers.bly had it not been for a combina-
tion between unions, manufacturers and jobbers of materials
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v/hich held up prices,^
When asked If he had attempted to buy materials
direct from manufacturers, hr. Smith replied, "Yes, v;e have
in several cases, but there is an association of retailers
in Cook County, the Materials Merchant's Association, and
they are organized so that ever^’-one buying building materials
must buy through an association yard." This control even
prevented this compan:/ from buying gravel direct from a nit
even though it v/as a larger buyer and had its own tracks.
^
In spite of the fact that the company was a heavy
consum.er of all materials, it could not get any better iDrlce
than the builder v;ho could construct only one or two houses
at a time. The company could not buy gypsum at all because
the set-up in the Chicago territory is that the plaster con-
tractor takes the contract for the lathing and plastering and
he bTiys the materials and charges them at full list price.
This is a union regulation made with manufacturers of plurib-
ing, plastering, electrical, heating and glazing materials,
n'hat it rp ans is tliat t^e plumbing or plastering contractor
makes a profit not only on his labor but on the materials as
well
.
Perhaps the most surprising testimony cam.e from
General Robert Y. Woods, chairman of the board of Sears, Roe-
buck and Co., in explaining why his company abandoned a plan
B~re~aking a Bottleneck
,
Crider, J. *'Survev Graphic"
i"eb. 1940, p. 72
2. Idem.
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for making and selling houses in the Chicago vicinity to
its employees for $3,400 including t’^e lot of land. Y/oods
stated that in Chicago, as v/ell as other sections of the
country, labor will install materials of only certain comoan-
ies. In plumbing and heating supplies, the Sears company
does a large business all over the country and carry quality
merchandise, yet, in making these houses, the unions would
not allow them to use their ov;n materials.^
These conditions of collusion between materials
companies, jobbers and unions prevail in every large city in
the United States and particularly in the medium size ones
v/here union labor is stron?^.
For this reason, the Department of Justice, under
Thurman Arnold, Assistant Attorney/ General of the United
States, has been endeavoring to break up these rackets in
the building industry. Neither t;.e labor unions nor the man-
ufacturers are exempt, because they are both equally guilty.
Evidence on this collusion was turned up by the Department
vdiich shov/ed that employers would give an agreement to hire
onli" union labor and other considerations. In return, the
union would agree to call strikes on v/ould-be comoetitors who
quote lower prices or otherwise interfere with emoloyer-union
monopl;/. Thus, this employer receives the benefit from the
workers’ right to strike and above all it is being used as a
1. Ibid. p. 73
^
'
2. Ibid. p. 74
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v;eapon to check competition.
The progress of the Department of Justice in this
field has been hampered considerably by the press of v/ork
that has resulted from the growth of the defense program.
It is doubtful if any progress will be made in correcting
these evils, but some good has already been done in that it
has brought to the attention of the public a picture of the
pernicious practices that exist in this field. Perhaps,
after the emergency has passed, attention v/ill again be dir-
ected towards this field and many needed corrections made.
However, not too much hope should be placed in this
device. The buildirig Industry is an old Institution; ancient
practices continually recur. Combinations and rackets are
almost inevitable in a shoe string industry. Today, anyone
can announce that he is a builder or contractor, get credit
or rely on the credit of his sub-contractors. The estimates
of these contractors are entirely irresponsible and as a
result make it difficult or impossible for reputable firms to
compete. This is one thing that drives them to collusion in
bidding and the like
.
Thus, any real remedy must go beyond anti -trust
prosecution, although these are necessar^r to a thorough going
realignment of a sick industry. The present investigations
and prosecutions may break illegal conditions and combina-
tions, but they must be continued in order to prevent new
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rackets from p:ro\'jlnz alohr: the same lines.
hIGi : LABOR GOSTb
The prominent nart that labor holds in the cost of
residential construction can readily he apnreciateo. h.- ti-e
folloY/in^' c-'.art.
Chart
pikChi.TnGh DiSTki~-'Tic:; cr GOh? LA:^'Oh ;.:i '
A ’ jj Ox. Jki , .aJCR j j. -hi
COhPOSIhC COST 07 if- ''Rin], C: irii: Alh
(AiPiOhlhATSl ' 19 o(5~~^
Labor Materials
40^ 60^
Labor Materials F.F.
35/u 52 • 5/0 12.5^^
Labor Materials P.F. Land
28% 42% lO^b 20>^
F.:'’. means fees, financing, etc.
The upner bar shows t-ie cost of the buildinp only.
In the next bars the items for labor end materials contain
an allov;ance for bv'.ilder’s over^''.ead and profit. In the sec
ond har th.ere is an allov.'ance for f inane in;; costs, while in
ph^e last bar the cost of t!’e site os inclnded.''
1 . xavolvin" j-k)use~
,
"^e'mi's” . A, "'’'ol. TT^ n.' 272
1
.
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!
1
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(
i
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Chart XII shows the relationship between the wages
of the building industry and those of all manufacturing.
Since 1935 all v/ages liave been on the up swing but those of
the construction industry have out run all other v;ages . This
contrast is even greater when the difference in produc tivi t;/
betYj-een manufacturing and construction is taken into consid-
eration.
productive efficiency is usually expressed in terras
of labor output, but increases in output per v/orker are also
due to changes in equipra.ent, methods and organization over
which the worker himself has little responsibility. Thus,
the change in prodt'.c tivity is also a measure of the efficiency
of an industry as a v/hole. It has been this increase in-
productivity that has enabled increasing shares to the workers
in the form of higher v;ages .
A broad comparison of hand methods of a century ago
with modern machine methods shov/s a phenomenal increase in
output per worker - often 30, 50 and in some instances 100
times greater. Xven in the past half a century, the produc-
tivity of our four major divisions of industry has been stead-
ily going forv/ard.“
In a survey made by the Department of Commerce, it
Y/as found that betv/een lb99 and 1927 produc tivitj/ per worker
of : agriculture increased 61 p
mining " 113
manufacturing '' 48 ‘p'
transportation " 63
-Lj
average increase 56^^ ' ^
1. Ibid.
2. Commerce Yearbook
,
vol I, p. 28U.S. Department of Comm.erce,
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T’.-^.ere are no actual ilsuneE olDtainable for the
building industry, but experience shows conditions to be in
sharp contract to those of other industrial fields. Precise
comparisons are not availa'ole, but evidence is clear that
there has been no increase in the efficienc:/ of dwelling
;..ouse construction at all comparable vnlth the gains in the
production of wheat, pig-iron, cotton goods, etc. The out-
put per worker in some building trades is said to be less
than it was fifty or a hundred years ago.^ There have been
no such revolutionary changes from hand to machine methods
as oc cured in many maiiuf ac taring industries. Bricks are
still laid in the same way as in the es.rly days of the
Sg:/ptian culture
.
In the plastering trade workmen’s tools are iden-
tical with those of a century ago. In the manufacture of
building materials there has been an increase in productiv-
ity, particularly in such things as cement, hardv/are, blinds,
windows, doors, etc. However, when it comes to putting these
things to-gether into a house, practically no progress has
Obeen brought ahout.^
Perhaps the best example of the lack of increase in
per man productivity of residential building rests in the
histor:/" of the brickla.yer ' s service since prior to the v/ar
.
i .' • Git
. p * di
2 Idem
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It mirht be summed up as f ollov/s ;
Ppe-’./ar; Fop ten meaps ppiop to the v;ap, bpick-
layeps on teneraent houses, papty walls,
usi.ny opdinapy m.optap lai-d about 1200
to 1500 bpicks nep daT.
1920
1923
Vapious estimates placed the avepage at
about 550 to uOO
.
A govepnment study j^lves a simple avepage
fop nine nopthepn cities of 1100.
1930-31: Sevepal estimates place the avepage at
about ope -wap level, op apopoximatelv
1400 to 1500.
Consideping these facts, xie can look now at the
wagss oi* building Indus tpy. These ape cleaphr shovm in
Chapt XII. Skilled labop v/aaes have incpeased fpom 56|;-
cents in 1914 to |l.38 pep houp in 1930 to Jl.47 in 1940,
This peppesents an incpease to 1930 of 242-o and of 260'/o to
1940, kote also the compapison of those slcilled v;age pates
with those of the skilled vvages -of manuf ac tuping wopkeps .
Hepe we find that although manuf ac tuning ppoductivity has
incpeased apppoxim.ately 48;j, wages to 1939 had only in-
cpeased 21/^ in the same pepiod.^
A similap condition exists in the unskilled wage
Pates. Fop the building tpades, unskilled ¥/ages pose fpom
17.7 cents pep houp in 1914 to 69.9 cents nep houp in 1940.
This peppesents an actual incpease of 292^6, It would seem
then that the building tpades ape not justified in such
1. Ibid. D. 244
2. Idem.
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lar2;e hourly wage rate increases, especiall7r r/here their
product ivit:/ has not correspondingly Increased.
The relationship of these increases in both labor
costs and materials prices has been seen in the increased
cost of construction.
ta:ces too kig-h
Another very important factor that might be consid-
ered a hindrance to the development of new construction is
the standard, present high taxes on property. Taxation is
a necessary evil to proper government and taxation of real
estate may act as a stimul'.is or deterrent to any buildinv
program or to the active demand for housing.
In this countr:/- we have all sorts of federal and
state taxes, so that it mahes it difficult for the munici-
pality to find sources of revenue. As a result the bulk of
income received b^g Am.erican municipalities comes from the
general property tax. V/hen additional money must be had and
borrowing is not feasible, then, the propert^y^ tax is increas-
ed. This can be shovm by the 1939 budget for t-e City of
Rochester vdnich enjoys a better distribution of tax revenue
than most cities. Out of a total of thirty million dollars
of income, eighteen and one half million came from nroperty
taxes, six million from state grants and shared tsDces, one
and one half million from public enterprises, one million
from permits and other revenue.^
Taxes Are Too High
.
Eutterhein, H.S. 'Purvey Qranhic''
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Pop most states, 60 to 90-^ of state and local taxes
are derived from real estate. In 1950, nearly 69^ of the
total tax bill of the state of liew York came from real prop-
erty/ levies, notwithstanding the fact that hew York has many
franchise and other special taxes which yield a substantial
revenue. The proportion of local taxes in Pew York State
derived from real estate averages about 90;6.^
In Massachusetts, in 1931, more than 64Jo of all
direct taxes for state, county and municipal purposes were
derived from real estate. In Rhode Island, more than 7d‘o
of the local taxes v;ere so obtained; and, in Connecticut,
This burden is increasing with the rise in municipal
and state taxes, to such a degree that something must be done.
Also, our system of taxation has tended to encourage land
speculation and discourage improvemient . Lawyers and tax
authorities have always united land and improvements into one
entity, when, in reality, they are two separate factors.
The practise has been to tax land v/ithout improve-
ments at a very low rate, and vihen it is improved, in the form
of erecting a house, a much higher levy is placed. Thus,
with a very small tax on unimproved land, the less is the
pressure placed on the owner to build. On the other hand,
the less tax on improvements, the greater is the inducement
Th:.e Evolving House
,
B'emis
,
A.' 'p
. ,
VoT, II, p. 161
2 . Idem.
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This would doto erect new homes or to improve old ones.^
much to encourage improvements on houses in blighted areas.
In many cases improvements are not ma.de where they should
be for to do do would increase the valuation of the prop-
erty in terms of taxes and a higher levy would ’nave to be
set. To offset this increase, higher rents would be re-
quired, but, in all probability, would not be obtainable.
Thus
,
state a.nd local authorities should consider
the reduction of the rate of taxation on buildings and the
corresponding increase of such rates on land, in order to
lower the tax bi.irden on the home owner and the occupants of
low-rent houses. ^ In doing this, speculation in land would
be discouraged, because the holding of unused land in city
areas v/ould be made expensive and unprofitable. The improve-
ment and remodeling of housing facilities would be encour-
aged and, above all, home building would be increased.
GENERAL SUFTIARY OF HOUSING DISABILITIES .
Thus, we find that, among major industries, the
building industry has been the slowest in development and
it has accumulated far more disabilities than any other
industry. These disabilities may be broken down into sec-
tions as follows:'^
General Disabilities may be summed up as
:
(a) Local nature, vTiere in the house must be man-
Taxes in Search of a Resting Place
,
Buttenhelm. H.S. p. 95
2, Idem.
2. The Evolving House, Berais
,
A. F. pp . 140 - 171
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ufactured on the spot or site v/ith the result
that it limits competition and acts as a
brake on initiative and efficiency,
(b) Lack of organization.- Tho industry is not
definite or clear cut but, as has been shown
in this chapter, is a conglomeration of large
numbers of separate companies and individuals
.
(c) Seasonal production of the industry affects
affiliated industries, v/ith the result that
there is an Increase in the cost of produc-
tion. Labor and materials costs are high be-
cause of this seasonal factor.
Constructional Disabilities are:
(a) Lack of intergration
. In the iron and steel
industry a single organization controls all
phases of production; but, there is no
counterpart in the building industry.
(b) V/ork on site. This is a serious handicap and
causes inefficient assembling of materials and
mechanical equipment.
(c) Antiquated assembling methods. This type of
assemblipg involves a great waste of labor £und
is really hand manufacture.
(d) Custom work. Hot only is the dv/elling hand
made but it is often custom made. Vvhile most
other articles, from automobiles to shoes, are
turned out in great numbers, according to
standard sp.ecif ications
,
the dwelling house,
in most cases, is mnde to individual plans.
Managerial Difficulties lie in:
(a) Small operators. There is a tremendous number
of small operators v/hich limits efficiency.
Many contractors are of the "shoe-string"
type and are without sufficient resources.
(b) Failure to use labor-saving devices and modern
methods. Most of the contractors cannot afford
m.odern labor-saving devices.
.Ji-.
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(c) Lack of ability. A l8.rge number of contractors,
being really carpenters or other artisans, lack
the necessary experience and ability. Thus,
these incapable contractors produce a large
arTiOunt of unsound and shoddy construction.
(d) Bad practises. Man3r bad practises of manage-
ment exist in the building industry/. Among
them are: use of inferior materials,
failure to properl^r train apprentices,
mistakes i'n estimating costs,
raa],^ing charges after t'-'e work is complete,
use of -poor materials and unsatisfactory
tools
,
wasteful ha'ndling of materials,
failure to provide work for mechanics in
bad v/eather.
Labor Disabilities are;
(a) Excessive number of crafts and jurisdiction.
The building industr^r is stro'ngl}/ but not effi-
cientl^r organized. The insiste-nce on jurisdic-
tion often means the emplo^/ment of highly paid
skilled workers for vi/ork that could easily be
done by common laborers. Clashes between unions
over jurisdic tio'n are frequent and cause inter-
ruption to work.
(b) Strikes. Heavy losses liave bee-n suffered be-
. cause of widespread and prolonged strikes.
(c) High wage scales. The wages of the building
industry are far higher than in most other occu-
pations.
Financial Disabilities rest in:
(a) Lack of uniformity of mortgage laws.
(b) There is -not enough discrimination on the qual-
ity of the risk.
(c) Mortgage provisions in a m.ortgage are obscure.
Legislative Disabilities are:
(a) Building codes which are confused, complex and
rigid and which entail a serious addition to
cos t
.
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Consumer
such as
:
(b) Tax legislation imposes a further burden upon
building, bince taxes are an important factor
in rentals, it is evident that unduly lieaw
taxation on real estate operates directly to
discourage speculative building or the con-
struction of dv/ellings to rent.
Disabilities can be charged to the ovmer himself,
(a) Lack of knov/ledge
. Too often the purchaser
knows very little about his own problem.. Many
times a sinall gadget, such as a breakfast nook,
laundry chute, etc., will sell a house.
(b) Insistence on Individuality has been overdone
in many cases, vath the result that it has pre-
vented standardization of houses and materials.
(c) Insistence on spee-d has been the result of much
poor construction.
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CHAPTER IV
THE G-OVERKFiEHT CAN DO SOMSTHIHG
Prom the previous chapters it is obvious that the
housing problem encompasses many phases. It is a problem
that effects the well-being of every American citizen and,
because of this, a solution must be found.
To propose an:/ one solution that v;ill change this
Industry from a static to a dynamic one is impossible, for
no one proposal can have all of the answers to all of the
questions that beset the housing Industry. Government
building ma:/- clear some slums, but, it is likely to create
new ones.
Some would-be authorities have stated that the
ansv/er lies in the income of the people being too low. Raise
their income and they v/ill buy homes. This, however, is
looking at the matter back\'/ards . Back in 1916, an automo-
bile was a real luxury aixl could onl:^ be purchased by a
small group of the upper income class. If the:/ ^-ad said,
”V/e cannot sell cars unless the income of the general nublic
is doubled", there v/ould be few more cars sold today than
there were in 1916. Instead, the automobile Indus trv, ins n-i r-
ed b:r competition, set about making a product that could be
sold to fit the pocket book of the people. Lower and lower
came the price and larger and larger grew the market. Today,
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the automobile is one of the best dollar values.
Therefore, the solution is not in raising the in-
comes, but in lowering the price of houses in order to tap
nev/ markets of people, able and v/illing to buy. The indus-
try must be able to sell a house to the market that is
available
.
ethers feel that there is only one agency that can
handle this problem and that is the government. V/hen one
considers the total value of new resid.ential construction
and the depths to which it has fallen in recent years, he
can readily understand the difficulty of the government be-
ing the sole agency for putting the field back on its feet.
The 1926 - 29 average yearly construction in urban
areas amounted to about a billion dollars.^ During the
early years of the depression, it w-s about one hundred and
seventy million o.ollars; from 1936 to 1939, it averaged about
three hundred and seventy—five million dollars.^ Government
housing during this time ran at the rate of about sixty-five
million dollars.^ Thus, it ViTOuld take a tremendous amount
Oi. "pump priming" on the part of the government to attemnt
to push construction figures up anywhere near the 1926 - 29
average
.
This does not mean that there is no room for the
government in the housing field. There is a definite place
1^ Sstimates based on Survey of Current Business fi'^ures
Feb. 1940’, p. IS "
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for it and there is much that can he done that v/ill not only
lessen the problem but will aid the industry and rehabili-
tate it
.
PRSSSIIT GOVERNMENT ANGIES
For the past tv/elve jrears, private industry has
accomplished little towards a solution, so it might be better
for the government to take over lust a little more authority,
’owever, before deciding v/hat the government should do, we
must first find out what it is doing.
At the present time 'we have ten agencies of the
Federal Government that spend, lend, insure and concern them-
selves with housing. A brief digest of each of these agencies
might be given as follov/s:-
The Farm Credit Administration (F, G. A,)
This bureau provides a co-operative credit system
for agriculture and, incidentally, makes loans available for
the construction and improvement of farm houses. Vithin the
system are the Federal Land Banks, which make long-term farm-
mortgage loans; Production Credit Associations, which, by dis-
counting loans vjith or borrov/ing frova the Federal Intermed-
iate Credit Banks, provide short-term credit; and Banks for
Farmerd Cooperative, which make loans to farmers’ business
cooperatives
.
This department does not build houses or lend to
. "Business Week
,
P/ha t '^-nver'^’-'ient Is Doin^ In Housing,
Feb. 17, 1940” pp. 10-1^
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anyone not engaged in agriculture. >Teither will it ma.ke
Land Bank Loans for more than 50^^ of the value of the land
plus 20% of the value of improvement accentable as security.
Barm Security Administration (?. S. A
.
)
This body was set up to try to alleviate the lot of
the tenant farmers. It makes loans to competent farm ten-
ants, share croppers and farm laborers, if citizens of the
United States, to enable them to become farm owners.^ It
makes rehabilitation loans and provides supervised credit
to low income farmers, on or near relief, for the purchase
of farm supplies, equipment and livestock; makes grants for
base subsistence in cases of extreme distress in devastated
farm areas; competes and operates about one hundred and forty
such community projects begun b:/ the Resettlement Agency and
other prior agencies.
The board does not make loans to other than share
croppers, farm laborers, farm tenants or to others who obtain
or recently obtained the major portion of their income from
farming. It will not make loans for such rural rehabilita-
tion to anyone v/ho can obtain reasonable credit from any
other source. It will not insure mortgages or build houses
except under the Resettlement and Farm Purchase Programs.
The Federal Home Loan Banlc Board ( F. I'. L. B. E.)
This is entirely a supervisor;/ board set up in Wash-
1. This is authorized under the Bankhead- Jones Farm Tenant Act.
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ington to co-ordinate the three separate govermnental agen-
cies operating in the field of home mortgage finance. The
major function is to encourage and assist private capital
in making available on an economical basis an adequate vol-
ume cf long-term home mortgage credit, and, at the same time,
provide a means for sound investments of small capital.
The board does not intend to undertake public hous-
ing or slum clearance projects. Its activities are mainly
to encourage and facilitate construction, purchase, refi-
nancing and improvements of non-farm homes through loans by
private agencies , This board administrates the following
three
:
1, The Federal Home Loan Bank System
This serves as a credit reserve system
» through which member home financing institutions,
savings, building and loan associations, co-op-
erative banks, homestead associations, insurance
companies and savings banks may obtain short or
long-term advances as needed on the security of
home m.ortgage collateral.
2 . The Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation
This is an insurance corporation set up
by the government to insure against loss, up to
;5,000, the accounts of individual investors in
all Federal Savings and Loan Associations and
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state chartered institutions of, savings and loan
.
t^rpe, who apply and are approved for insurance.
It will not guarantee the liquidity of the hank’s
accounts hut will guarantee repayment.
3 • Home Ov/ners Loan Cornoration (H. 0. L . C
.
)
This agency refinances, on a long-term
basis, at moderate interest, mortgage indebted-
ness of individuals faced with loss of their
homes through foreclosure or tax sale. It is
now engaged in servicing its loans and the man-
agement of its acquired properties. The hoard
does not accept any further applications for
loans. Lending operations ceased on June 12,
1936.
The Federal Housing Administration (^. H. A.) -
This hoard operates under two titles. Tinder title
#1, it insures private financial institutions against loss
up to 10;o of their total mordernization loans for amounts up
to y2,500 for (1) repairs, alterations or improvements of
existing structures; (2) the erection of a new structure not
used for residential purposes; (3) the erection of a new
structure used wholly or in part for residential purnoses.
Under title #2, it insures first mortgage amortized
loans, up to Ji;l6,000, made by approved financial institutions,
on home property/ that meets P. II. A. standards. Terms up to
tv/enty years and amount up to of the appraised value. On
1. U.~S. O-ovemment I.Ianual,
.
March, 19*41, U.S. Informat
Service, p. 418.
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mortgages of .!ji>5,400 or less on newly constructed, owner-
occupied single family homes, terms may be up to twenty-five
years and amount up to 90;i of the appraised value.
The board also insures first mortgage loans made by
approved financial institutions, up to o5, 000, 000, to finance
the construction of large scale housing projects tbnt meet
F. h.A. standards. The mortgage is not to exceed the esti-
mated cost of ph7\Tsical improvements or SO'o of the appraised
value, v/hichever is the lower. The agency does not lend
mone^r^ clear slums or build houses.
The Federal National Mortgage Association (F. IT. LI. A.)
This organization purchases F. E. A. insured mort-
gages on new homes and rental housing projects. Also, it
is permitted to finance F. H. A. mortgages on large scale
projects. The agency cannot purchase F. H. A. insured mort-
gages on dwellings, construction of v^ich was commenced
prior to January 1, 1936.
The Reconstruction Finance Corporation mortgage Company ( R.F . G .1.1. C . )
This branch of the A. F. C. refinances existing mort-
gages and makes loans in connection with new construction where
there is an economic need to aid in the establishment of a
normal ma.rket for sound mortgages on urban income -producing
property. It purchases at par, mortgages on properties on
which dv/ellings were erected prior to January 1, 1936 and in-
sured under title #2 of the National Housing Act. It considers
t
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applD.cations for loans to distressed holders of first mort-
gage real-estate bonds and certificates.
The company v/ill not refinance or lend on urban
income -produc ing properties when credit is other\7ise avail-
able, or refinance or lend on resident buildings with less
than five g.partments .
The United States Housing Authority (IJ. S. A.)
This agenc 77 provides financial assistance to legally
constituted public housing agencies (usually/" local housing
authorities) to assist in the development of low-rent housing
and slum clearance projects which local authorities design,
build and operate on a rental basis. The financial assist-
ance provided consists of repayable loans v/hich ma^r equal
90% of the total developm.ent cost and annual grants - an aid
designed to bring rents within the reach of families in the
lowest income group nov/ living in slums.
It exercises supervision, in order to insure (1)
that projects will reach low-income families living under
substandard conditions; (2) that an equivalent number of sub-
standard dwellings will be demolished; (b) that at least lOfi
of the development cost is raised from sources other than the
government; (4) that the localit3^’ iiiatches the annual federal
contribution on the basis of at least one to five; (5) that
costs are within statutory limitations of the TJ. S. H. A. and
that all provisions are observed.
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The board does not suy land, construct projects or
assist private builders. It is under this act that we have
government low-cost housing construction.
It is obvious from this summary of government
' hous
-
ing aids that, v/ith the exception of the u. S.
,
they
are all concerned with the one phase of housing, financing.
These acts were all proposed and enacted by the school of
housing authorities v7ho feel that the only real problem in
housing lies in the financial end. They overlooked completel7v
or, at best, passed off lightly the other factors that have
proven to be a hindrance to building. The poor wisdom of this
line of reasoning might be seen in the fact that housing con-
struction up until 1940 showed no appreciable improvement.
This does not mean that these a'^encies are not necessary or
useful. On the contrary, they have a definite place. LIuch,
however, could be done to consolidate these lending and insur-
ance agencies into one bureau to elim.inate overlapping and cut
down administrative expense.
PrlOhOTE i:iPROVa?.:giiTS Ih CONSTRUGTIOIT
Although these bureaus do much to remove the strain
and stress on poorly financed mortgages, there is no direct
effort made to bring about more and better construction, or
to lower its cost. Neither is any real help given to the
buyer of a home to Insure his receiving full value for his
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money. The consumer is entitled to the benefits of nev; de-
velopments and materials and to receive accurate information
about all new proposals
.
Thus, there is the all-important field of experimen-
tation that, at the present tim.e, Con be carried on by the
government better than anyone else. There are new materials
that should be thoroughly tested by a reliable agency, nev/
specifications for lov/-cost homes developed and nev; m.ethods
of construction.
This is not too much to expect because, in other
fields of industry, our era has been characterized by far
reaching developments in communication, transportation, etc.,
but not a single one has been brought about in building.
PROMOTE RESEARCH
As has been pointed out, the prevalence of custom
work in the building industry has prevented the gains that
can be made through the u^ e of mass nroductlon methods. This
has resulted in the industry being unable to bring the price
within reach of the masses, which means that one thing is def-
initely needed, - research.
On the v/hole, there has been very little activity
along these lines by building companies. A fev;, however, have
been quite active, namely: the Johns -Ivlannvi lie Co., the Nat-
ional Lead Company in paints, the Pittsburg Plate Glass and
the Carrier Corporation. Their activities have been devoted
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to the promotion of glass bricks, glass for insulation, some
forms of prefabrication, and the increasing use of calcined
L.ne tile, v/all board, ouild5.ng plaster and lathins'*
V;ith an extension of the building industry/" and a
removal of the m_an:/ hindrances to the use of nev/ materials in
construction, there vould undoubtedly be even raore extensive
research by building materials companies to develop newer and
more economical products in their ov;n fields.
Eo\7ever, this does not answer the nroblem of con-
struction and the development of methods that will open the
v/ay to the use of lower cost materials. In this field,' there
are not enough lark's companies continuall;/" experimentiim to
bring about newer and better methods for nutting a house to-
gether. It is here that the government could do a great deal
of good.
So lar, \ie have had to depend on a few isolated com-
panies or philanthropic organizations to attempt research.
Tne most important one of this group, has been the Pierce Poun-
daoion at Lebanon, dev/ Jersey. This is a non-profit agency
dedicated to the "improvement of the habitats of men". Its
success in the research field has been remarkable, but so far
their findings have had to remain in the experimental stage
because of the inability of the industry to absorb them.
During Lhe pas o lev/ years, the Pierce group hs.s de-
veloped G\/o nouses tliat have been remarkable in the value tnG~i
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offered. The first v/as a five room single floor dwelling
that contained many original ideas in design, equinnent
and construction. Plywood is used extensively throughout
the v;alls and ceilings. Insulation provisions are alto-
gether different from any available types on th,e market to-
day and are believed to be more effective.^ The house built
in 1940 vas a distinct improvement over the 1939 model, v;ith
a cost of m2, 632, v;hich included built in furniture but ex-
cluded land and builder's overhead and. profit. Eventually,
it is hoped that a house will be developed which can be
sold for ;2,500, including land and builder's profit. The
engineers and architects of the Eoundation have also come
to the conclusion that standardization of smaller Parts can
provide factory-production benefits without the awlrward
handling encountered with heavy, large pre-fabricated units.^
This pro.iect resulted in many improvements in en-
gineering and design and was especiall-’- ingenious in the
equipment that was developed. The electrical item.s included
a range, hot water heater and a refrigerator. Also included
were specially developed electric tea kettles, a scrub bucket,
a toaster, waffle iron and coffee maker. Other new develop-
ments were made in the heating and plumbing facilities.
This, however, is but one organization; more of this
practical experimentation is needed. :Ve cannot wait for
philanthropic agencies to do all the work, while nothing is
Business V/eelTi Sept. 16, li39, p. 22.
—
-
2- Mechanical Engineer
.
July, 1940, p. 553.
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being pro-noted by the building industry itself. Thus, there
sriould be a department of the United States -"ousing Authorit:r
set up to conduct the needed research on the same basis as
that carried on b3r the Pierce Foundation.
This is not a socialistic proposal because much
research of a teclmical nature is carried on by the Agricul-
tural, V/ar and Kaval Depar-traents
. The v/ork of the Denar t-uent
of Agriculture has been of tremendous help to the farmers,
v/hile the Naval and War Departments have made numerous dis-
coveries of benefit to the defense of this country.
By bringing together all housing agencies into one
department, it would be eas^r to then set up a Bureau for
Research. This Bureau could consist of a sm.all personnel of
trained technicians who would develop and build houses on an
experimental scale. These homes v/ould be built in various
sections of the country and put into practical use. A ^rear’s
usage, under close supervision, should enable sound conclu-
sions and recommendations. The results of the Bureau would
become public property and be available to all Interested
persons. Publication in the annual report of the Housing
Authorit^r v/ould do much to bring widespread attention to the
work done, A nominal fee could be charged for the use of any
developments by the Department. This would put the Bureau on
a paying basis.
Research by the government would serve as an incen-
tive to private industry'- to do the same thing, for. w i th the
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results of such research being made public, man:f companies
v/ould strive to gain nev/ developments of their own which
would give them some competitive advantage. Besides the
development of nev; inaterials, new methods of construction,
etc., a department of this sort could do much to promote new
uses for older materials
TEST MATERIALS
Testing of new materials could be easil-'- and fairly
conducted by such a bureau. In this phase, m.any flim-flam
developments promoted by exploiting private companies could
,be prevented from, reaching the market.
Teak or poor 'materials in the construction of a
house have been found to be not only a danger to the purcha-
ser but also affects the value of adjoining hom.es. If poor
or defective materia.ls are used in the construction of a
house, it is only a matter of a fev; years before the results
are shown in the appearance of the house. Valuation declines
and a decline in valuation affects that of the houses adja-
cent v/hich had no control over the construction.
*
Many building codes try to prevent such things, but
in their effort to cover all possibilities and lacking suf-
ficient equipment and knowledge for properly evaluating any
new materials, they usually go to extremes and prevent the
introduction of any nev; material whatsoever. Tith- a govern-
m.ent research department, this vrould be completely corrected.
In the local code there could be a requirement that any new
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material used in the important phases of home construction
must be reported on and approved by t:ie Research Bureau of
the Federal Housing Commission.
Such a requirement would give to building codes
greater flexibility, a badly needed factor. '.Yith a stipula-
tion calling for approval by the Federal Housing Research
Bureau or some other accepted agency, the use of properly
tested new methods and materials vrould be greatly encoiaraged.
There would be no delay on acceptance due to changes that
would have to he made in each building code. It would elim-
inate the tendency for building codes specifying materials
so minutely that only one brand might be used.
This v/ould do a great deal to prevent products that
will be strongly promoted and giving claims that are not true.
The average house ovmer, not having any technical knowledge
that would enable him to pre-judge the merits of these mater-
ials, ¥/ould be swa7/ed by strong pressure to his own detriment
and loss. Periodic reports published by the government hous-
ing research bureau would do much to eliminate such evils.
ITHIFORH HQT^SIHG REOULATIONS
This, naturally, brings us to a discussion of those
building codes that are proving to be a hindrance to "building
Housing regulations are undoubtedly a problem of government
and any proposals concerning the regulation of building codes
should be included in a chapter that aftempts to define, just
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v/hat the governr.ient should do.
An easy proposal might he to suggest that all local
building codes be scrapped and a national one set up. This,
hov/ever, v/ould be difficult to do in this country. In the
fist place, there is the Constitution that would prevent such
a flagrant infringement of the rights of local communities.
Then, there is the more important reason that all communities
have different conditions of topography, present set-up, past
growth and industry that prevents any general national code
from being made applicable to its problems.
Thus, the role of f'e Federal Crovernment in bringing
about uniform regulations wi 11 have to be one of advisory capa-
city and of using its influence to prevent evils and abuses
from entering into the local codes
.
There is, of course, onl7f one main or central reason
for having building codes and that is the protection of the
public v/elfare. This control concerns Itself with the setting
up of fire controls and protection from conflagration. legard
for health has resulted in sanitary and hygienic regulations.
Prevention of housing collapse pnd injury has caused m.easures
of control dealing v;ith the strength of materials and the
methods of cons truc"tion. Finally, 'there are regulations
directed toward civic beaiity, defense and other social purposes.
Building codes represent a very desirable and nec-
essary effort on the part of government to protect the pu.blic
and are undoubtedly of extreme value to the home owner and
1p
J ^
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tenant, nevertheless, they contain inan7f defects and in the
aggregate have compelled a needlessly heavy addition to the
cost of construction; a great many have been framed, on
unscientific lines. Almost inevitably code provisions be-
come obsolete as materials and methods change or improve
and communities grow.-^
The general criticism of mcst codes is that they
tend tov;ard detailed specifications and are as a result un-
necessarily complicated. "According to Albert Kahn, there
are fifteen hundred codes in the United States, each contain-
ing from one to four hundred pages of closely printed mat-
ter."^
This concentration on detail has caused codes to
become rigid and obsolete through changes in m.ethods of con-
struction. According to a survey made in 1931, there are
eighty/ municipalities v/ith codes tv/enty or m.ore years old,
one hundred and twenty- six codes from: fifteen to tv;enty 7/-ears
old, one hundred and sixty-two with codes from ten to fifteen
years old.^
V'/hat is even v/orse is that these codes are based on
materials and methods developed and on the market prior to
the codal adoption. A frequent complaint against these
building codes lies in the fact that they call for unnecessary
strength of materials or foolishly expensive methods of con-
T^ie Evolving House
,
Eerais, A.F., Vol. II, p. 511
2. Ibid. p. 312
3 . Idem.
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struction. An example of this is that until very recently
it was a common provision that floors in ciwellin^.p sho^ild
be canable of sustaining a load of one hundred ner sqpia.re
foot, v/hereas, the Buildiny Code Gomm.ittee of the "nited
States Department of Commerce has held that an alloviance of
forty Dounds is ample in ordinary construction and that
thirty pounds is sufficient in floors of monolithic construc-
tion or of solid or ribbed slats. Codes in l;ev/ York City
have a requirement of four hundred and eiyhty pou.nds to stand
a probable load of ten pounds,^
The req''iired thickness of masonry walls should va.vj
with the num.ber of stories, 7/-et it is difficult to understand
v/hy requirements for the same numuer of stories should vary
to any marked deqree in different cities j yet such differ-
ences are found. These differences can be seen in the follow-
iny ch.art.
CIIAYT AII
I
:i]:iMUk TRIC:T:ES3 cy yalls i selected cities
Cities Humber of Sto ?ies
1 2 - 3 3-4 4 - 5 5 - 6 6 - 7 7 - 8
Atlan. t a 16 in. 20 in. 20 in. 24 in. 24 in. 28 in. 28 in
Boston 12 It 12 II 12 II 16 it 16 II 16 II 20 II
Chic ay
0
16 It 20 II 20 II 20 II 24 II 24 II 24 It
Detroit 12 It 16 II 16 It 20 It 20 It 20 II 24 II
Phi la. 8c
St. Louis 13 II 18 It 22 II 22 II 26 It 26 It 30 II
1. Cit. p. 75
2, ±aem.
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To the average la 7/rnan the obvious conclusion is that
a thicker wall means a more expensive house. A Philadelphia
architect estimated that the cost of a twelve inch v;all for
a brick house, tv/enty by thirt;/- feet* v/ould be approximately
.,>600 more than the cost of an eight inch wall. He further
pointed out that v/ith a thinner wall there would be a substan-
tial gain in interior floor space, almost sufficient on each
floor to provide space for a small bedroom or two or three
large closets.^
In the case of steel-frame construction, a provision
of sixteen thousand pounds per square inch is the allovmble
stress of most building codes, yet both the United States
Building Code Committee and a committee of* the American In-
stitute of Architects found an allov/ance of eighteen thousand
pounds per square inch v;as safe. This would permit a savings
of 11^0 in the amount of steel required in a structure.^
These variations in stress and strength exist in all
basic building materials. On the face, the;/ •seem, ridiculous.
For example, in certain t;/pes of dwellings, ilew York requires
a weight bearing value for spruce lumber of eight hundred
pounds, while Boston, Atlanta, San Francisco and the national
Board of Fire Underv/riters require two hundred pounds, Sven
the quality of materials varies, v/ith some requiring higher
than standard quality and others as low as 10% of standard
Housing Problems in America
,
Hat. Housing Ass'n. Vol.
VIII p. 34
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qualities .
^
naturally, such lack of uniformity involves great /
v/aste. It prevents standardization of ouilding materials
and construction methods and, aoove all, prevents many sound
economies in building. These arbitrary figures set down by
building codes are ridiculous because they defeat the very
purpose for v/hich they weie m.ade . Hov/ foolish it is to require
the same cement foundation wall thickness of say tv/elve inches
for a small frame cottage built on high and dry land as for
a stone mansion set in m.arsh:/ ground. Also, it is not scien-
tific to make distinctions betv/een qualities of materials.
Finely ground, carefull;/ prepared cement is far stronger than
loose, sand cement in a wall, even though it may be tv;elve
pinches thick. After all, the main consideration of any code
should be how safe is the material, not how thick it is.
These code requirements naturally prevent new mat-
erials from being developed, -^‘‘or instance, suppose a de-
signer or company is able to produce a new material, light
in weight and far stronger than cement, yet his wall is only
about six to eight inches in thickness. The only way this
improvement could be v;idely accepted would be through the
changing of some fifteen himdred codes which would inean
separate tests conducted for each one. The cost of such a
T~ j(jem.
2. Ibid. p. 511.
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procedure and the time required makes it extremely unoracti-
cal. It is less expensive and quicker to try to bride build-
ing code officials to accept the product. Such a practise
is certainly undesirable, no maitter hov; desirable the im,prove
ment
.
If, hovi/ever, all building codes had a provision
accepting the results of the Federal Housing Research Bureau,
only one test would be necessary and new discoveries v/ould
be quickly brought into the building ino.ustry.
These inconsistencies and unscientific requirements
exist throughout all the different phases of the housing con-
struction from heating and plumbing to roofing material and
electrical wiring. The result has been that many nexi synthet
ic materials discovered by the chemical Indus tr^r and having
many desirable features are prevented from being used in home
construction.
The present building codes, then, prevent the evolu-
tion and introduction of new ideas into the industry and, what
is more important, add greatly to the cost of construction.
It is the opinion of many competent authorities that as much
as 20^'o in the cost of construction could be saved if cities
would adopt codes based on accurate knowledge.^
Something m.ust be done about these obsolete build-
ing codes and the best agency to do it would be the Federal
Government. This agency should do everything possible to
1. Ibid. p. 323.
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promote uniform and logical housing regulations.
As v/as pointed out before, a clause in each local
code referring to a Federal Housing Research Bureau test and
accepting materials that pass their standards for specified
uses would do much to permit flexibility in b^iilding codes.
New materials and construction methods once tested and proven
could quickly com.e on the market and tremendous encouragement
Y/ould be given to private research.
Model uniform codes could be prepared for cities and
towns of different sizes and located in different climatic
zones. All cities and tovms v/ould be encouraged and urged to
prepare and adopt a code based on the model and send it for
approval to the Research Bureau. To assure adoption of a code
acceptable to Bureau standards, an amendment could be attached
to the United States Housing Act requiring that any community
desiring funds for lov/-cost housing development must have a
building code accentable to the Housing Authority. This could
be extended to the Federal Housing Act setting as a stipulation
•to any long term insured mortgage loans that an approved, lo-
cal code is necessary.
Such a model code should be general and lay dovm
broad principles of construction practises. It should deal
entirely v/ith the fundamental requirem.ents inspiring safety
to life and health. It is not a province of the code to
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prescribe the kind of plaster that must be used or even the
number of nails that m.ust hold down a roofing shingle.
HOUSING FOR THE VERY POOR
There are many arguments pro and con on public
housing by the government but the present set up of the in-
dustry would seem to indicate that if an effort is to be
made to actually give better living conditions to our verj
poor, then government aid is necessavj
•
On the v/hole, the a-
mount of rent or the extent of the investm.ent that a family
can make in its home depends on both its income and the pro-
duct that the market has to offer for the price to be paid.
As has been pointed out, land costs, materials prices, v/age
costs, etc. are far out of line. As long as these conditions
prevail either incomes will have to be increased or an equal-
izing factor brought in to improve standards. Failing to in-
crease income or decrease construction costs mean that until
these come about, public subsidy will have to make up the
difference between what the people can pay and what it would
cost them to have a decent place in which to live.
GOVERNMENT AID NECESSARY
That we have a great m.any families whose incom.e is
such that they cannot afford to pay, for existing housing fa-
cilities or even for the facilities that might be available
for the immediate future can be seen in a comparison of the
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conclusions reached, by the Purdue University Ilousiny Research
Laboratory and those of family incomes for 1929.
After a study of family incomes, bu.dgets and carrying
charges for a house, the Pious ing Research Laboratory conclu-
ded that:^*
A ooLOC\J house is too Expensive for 35/o of families
A A 3,000 II II II II II 53,
i'
It II
A A 4 , 200 It II II II II 66R II II
A A 5,100 n I! II II II 75;.' II II
A u.*
Si' 6,100 II II II It II SO,.' II II
v/hen we consider f ami I*’’ iiicornes for 1929, the s e
conclusions can be readily’’ viewed.
CHART XIV
FAHILf IRCCRES - 1929 ^
Income Families Percent
Cumulative Totals
Families Percent
D (tentative) 120,000 0.4 120,000 0.4
500 (tentative) 1,932,000 7.2 2, 102,0 X) 7.6
500 - 1,000 3,797,000 15.
S
5,899,00t> 21.4
1,000 - 1,500 5,754,000 20.9 11, 653,000 42.4
1,500 - 2,000 4,701,000 17 .1 16,554,000 59.5
2,000 - 3,000 5,192,000 13.2 21, 546,000 78.4
3,000 - 4,000 2,440,000 0.8 23,986,000 87.3
4,000 - o,000 1,232,000 4.4 25,218,000 91.7
over 5,000 2,256,000 8.2 27,474.000 100.0
These figures are for the peaP: prosperity year of
1929 and certainly, during the last ten years, incomes on
the whole have decreased. For 1941 and 1942, the income
level might even be hi.gher, but the cost of living will prob-
1 . Catching Up ‘..1th "lousing Aronovic
p . 45
C. I.cCalm.ont, E.
Ibid. p.21
J
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abl 3^ be -'Treater and taxes certainly v;ill be rT.ch aeavier.
therefore, the 1929 figures can be rn ed as a good basis,
Hilton Lov/enthal, in a study of non-farm families,
made for the Housing Stud:,’- Guild, stated that in 1934, 52^3
of non-farm families had incomes of less than ’1,000 ner
:^ear. ''Ousing for these families, he believes, v/on.ld have
1
to oe subsidized.
i'he soundness for such a conclusion can be seen
in the normal budget set up by f e "American Jo".rnal for
Home Economics" in June 1932, for a t;rpical family/ of five;
mother, father, boy of thirteen, ^’irl of ten and boy of
2seven.
GHAHT .vV
HOAHAL H'^TDGb? HCR HAilllii 0^
item V; e ekly ] inimum Annual
Rent 0*10 h 265.20
House operation (heat, light
etc
.
)
2.15 111 . 30
Clothing and incidentals 5.30 197,60
Rood 7.70 400.40
Carfare .50 26.00
Hlscellaneous - health 1.75 91.00
Total 921.00 )1,092.00
Such a family would of course require three bed-
rooms to assure separation of the sexes and privacy for the
oarents , Thus, a home of at least four rooms and a kitchen
__ jdem.
2, Idem.
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is needed. There are very few dwellings available in the
larger cities satisfying these requirenints that can be had
for .'|j)20.00 per month. Vfnen we consider that about 22^ of
the families have an incom.e beloY/ v|)l,000, then it is ob-
vious that slum dwellings are the only homes these fam.ilies
can afford.
With the exception of some limited dividend compan-
ies, private industry has been unsuccessful in producing
satisfactory dwellings for incom.es v/ithin this range. These
figures, then, would seem, to be the strongest argum.ent that
can be put forth for government subsidy.
At President Hoover's Conference on Hom.e Building
and Home Ownership in 1931, the concensus of three thousand
persons with experience in one or another field of housing
was that the position of the Federal Government should be as
1 .
f ollovi/’s :
’'Unless this problem can be met by private enter-
prise there should be public participation, at
least to the extent of the power of * eminent do-
main. If the Interest of business groups can-
not be aroused to the point where they will work
out a satisf actor37- solution of these problems
throYigh adequate measures for equit?/ financing
and large scale operations, a further exercise
of some form of governmental powers may be nec-
essary in order to prevent these slums resulting
in serious detriments to the health and charac-
ter of our citizens."
It is obvious now after ten ^rears have passed that
private enterprises have not met this problem. Therefore,
it v/ould appear that if any housing for low income grouns
!• Housing Comes of Age. Strauss, M. & 50 9 o. 32
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is to be provided on a large scale, it will have to be
generated by the government. V/hen one considers the evils
and terrific social expense caused by slums and blighted
areas, as pointed out in Chapter II, housing subsidies then
become a mighty cheap form of relief.
ITPES CF GOVSRIil.ISKT AID
Housing subsidies are defined as "outlays that are
not returnable, and may be classified in many ways as to
purpose, beneficiaries, form and method of financing with
considerable overlapping among classifications."^
^he beneficiaries of a subsidized hous ing pro. ram
may be landowners, bankers, contractors, building trade
unions, employers, middle income groups, low income groups
or relief groups . Haturally, it 's important in evaluating
any subsidized housing program to be sure that the correct
pgroup receives the subsidy to which it is entitled.*" By
this is meant that if a subsidy is to be given to enable
lov; rentals on a housing project, it should not be v/asted
through excessive prices for labor, materials and accession
of land.
It is on these latter costs that most objections to
public housing are based. Land acquisition is sometimes
accompanied by speculation on the part of persons in power
who buy cheaply at a proposed site and sell at a high in-
’^Survey Crraphic", Taxes In Search Of A Resting Place
,
Butterheim, H. o., Feb. 1940, p. 130
2 idem

crease to the government, here the city over a lony period
ot time to acquire and retain ovnership of as much land as
it possibly/ could in blighted areas and slum districts
through default of taj:es and the right of - eminent domain,
much of this land speculation v/ould be greatly reduced.
This function could veiur well be a duty of the local hous-
ing board. This board could have as permanent emnloyT-ees
expert rep.l estate buyers who v/ould attend foreclosure
auctions and scour the slum districts for property for s a le.
If the price v/ere right the land could be bought and held
for the city. Any buildings of value could be leased on an
upkeep rental figure, i.e. the lessor vo uld assume the cost
of upkeep or it could be leased to real estate management
offices. The income received would make up for any taxes
that might be lost.
Build-ing materials should be made on order for the
government and not purchased through the usual contractor,
jobber, manufacturer set-up. Labor costs are a bit more
difficult because of the political pressure the unions can
bring to bear on the lawnmakers
. However, every/ effort
should be made to gaiix lower labor costs. This might be done
b^^ the use of a guaranteed yearly income to the workers on
government housing projects for a period of t\70 or three y/ear
A properly planned and executed long range housing program byr
local authorities would enable successful execution of such a
I»
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contract and result in' lov/er hourly wage costs, and still
benefit the laborer.
• These government subsidies for housing take differ-
ent forms. Local governments sometimes give them in the way
of complete tax exemptions of buildings and land perpetually
or for a limited period; perpetual exemption of buildings
but not of land; or temporary;- exemption of buildings up to a
certain am.ount per room.^
p
Other forms of subsidy include:'"
Capital bubsid:/-
whereby the government makes a lump sun) contribution to the
original cost of the project, thus v;riting off a portion of
the capitalized cost',
Rent Subsidies
may be of tv/o t^goes; those paid to or for poor tenants v/ith-
out t e mone;v for rent and for those tenants incapable of
paying the economic rent in modern low rental buildings
i
Interest Subsidy
which is a subsidy paid to the operator of a housing nroject,
such as a public housing authority, tOY;ards the payment of
interest charges due on t’^e money borrowed for the construc-
tion of the project^
Land Devaluation Subsidy
is an attempt to make a government contribution on the value
T~, Ibid
.
p"^i 133
2. Idem.
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of the land, that will bring the net value down to a po5.nt
where it is based on present da^r use and income. This is
not practical because it onl^r results in land speculators
receiving the benefit of the subsidy.
At the present time, the Federal Government has
discarded the capital subsidies as being too inflexible and
has adopted the operating subsidy. Grants up to ner
year of the cost of the. project are mde each year for
sixty years.^
Interest subsidies are not feasible because it does
not encourage the dissolution of the loan. V/hat is most
desirable is that the project should be operated as near a
self-supporting basis as possible. A specified grant could
be rna.de each year with the stipulation that the developm.ent
should be properly and efficiontl^r run, to at least earn the
balance. If the project goes in the red, then, the manage-
ment personnel should be examined or the rental basis adjusted
This grant could be based on a simple accounting procedure of
first determining the cost and maintenance expense for the
7/ear and just v;hat income should be forthcoming. Then, the
rent that is to be paid and the actual Income that is to be
expected would be decided upon. The balance would be in the
form of the grant, either inade wholly b7/- the Federal Govern-
ment or, preferably, shared by both the federal and local
1. Idem
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goveraments with the central government supplying the bulk
and having some control of the general features, such as
income, cost, administrative expenses, etc.
This form of government subsidy seems preferable
to general construction of the projects by the federal Gov-
ernment. The latter means federal management of a highly
central and rigid organization v/hich is not practical in
housing because each city and eo.ch section of a city has
its individual problems in housing. Changes in policy or
regulations could be ms.de more easily and vjith greater un-
derstanding by a local housing board.
Neither should projects be built by the Federal
Government and given as outright gifts to the local author-
ities, ?/ith such a set-up, housing grants would become a
\
political football, resulting in some cities getting niainf,
while others received none. B77 having a --early subsidy on
the expenses shared by the local and by the federal author-
ities, the cost could better be figured and it would assume
the status of a relief pa-,unent. This would force the local
board to see that its work -is properly done.
Such then are some of the most important places
in v/hich the government can help in solving the housing
problem. A few of the positions mentioned in this chapter
have already been assumed, but, for the most part, there is
no sound organization of a housing division and, in most
instances, the surface of these duties has onl:/" been scratched.
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There is, however, one danger alwa^rs enters into
any proposal for government intervention and that is the possi-
bility of it being carried to an extreme. Thus, the govern-
ment snould do rts best uo create and promote research in new
construction methods and materials but it must not m.anufacture
or attempt to control all new discoveries, liaterials should
be tested and facts given, but opinions other than the state-
Lient good, fair or poor should not be expressed. TJniform and
flexible codes should be promoted but a national code should
not be set up. Finally, housing for our Income groun belov/
,pl,000 must be subsidized b:/ the government but it must supply
only the basic essentials, stressing m.ainly cleanliness, air,
light and the minimum standards of decency. After all, it is
o^ly logical that if the standard of living of the lower in-
come group is raised considerably above the next income group
Ox say •31,500, then, that group will have the incentive to
lower their income rather than attempt to raise it. Also,
every possible encouragement should oe given to philanthropic,
limioea dividend com.panies and private industry desiring to
Duild for the low income group.
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CHAPTER V
THE CREATIOH (F A KATION OF HOME O’-THERS
HCHE aYHERSHI? HOT FOR E^/ERYOHE
Home ovmership has alv/ays been associated in our
minds with a great many social fixations and beliefs, so
that it is sometimes difficult to properly evaluate what
home ownership can do for a country.
The real estate board, the speculative builder,
the investment corporation, the preacher, the building mat
erials trade and the recovery optimist, all will insist
that everyone should own his home. Should an^^-one venture
to state that this is not altogether true, then, such a
babble of protest v/ould arise from these groups that one
v/ould not dare to approach this problem again.
Unquestionably, it is true that 90 or 95;^ of our
people would like to buy a home, but this type of desire
could probably be applied to almost any product of v;ide
usage. The mere desire does not necessarily mean that
this large group should ovm their homes. There are, with-
out doubt, a large num.ber of fam5-lies virtually excluded
from ownership. A vice-president of the United States
Building, and Loan League stated,' in 1930, that of anprox-
imately eighteen million families living in rented quarter
probably eight million v/ere prevented from becoming home-
owners because of the character of their em.ployment
.
~
Stimulating" Home Qw-nershin
,
I'.h/-ers
,
R. H. ”BuildinF~alid
Loan Annals", 1930. p. 73.
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Pop others, home ovmership is desirable and, in fact, of
benefit. However, it should be justifiable on the follow-
1ing oases
:
1. If income were steady so that the payments on
the home mi^rht be met promptly and the danrer
of foreclosure practically eliminated.
2. If it could be assumed that there would be no
considerable need for a change in the standard
of the home for a period at least as long as
it would take to pay for the building.
3. If obsolescence of the various common u.ses of
the building would not antedate the pa^nnent
.
4. If there were no losses in value of the
neighborhood which 'would make continuance of
occupancy undesirable or impossible.
5. If the market could easily absorb the home in
case of moval to another district at, of course,
no loss in eq.uity.
6. If the municipal and other tax hindrances would
not be such as to add so great a sum to the
maintenance- cost as to make occupancy impossible.
7. If the original investment under particular
economic and market conditions did not entail
price deterioration in tim.e of depression and
if the OY/ner could count on disposal of his
property at a reasonable price at all tim.es.
8. Betterment assessments should be listed clearly
and the prospective purchaser should be made to
understand that these costs will eventually arise.
Perhaps the biggest danger to the nrosoective home
owner lies in mortgage foreclosure which, according to the
Federal Home Loan Bank Board, were four times as heavy in 1953
as they v/ere in 1926. hhat seems to be worse is the fact
T. Ilouiing the I.Iasses, Aronocici, *C. *~p. 1'0'9'
2. Ibid, p. 114
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that in the large city with the larger percentage of home
ownership, the security of this ovrnership is very low. In
Philadelphia, "The City of Homes", that boasted the greatest
percentage of home ovrnership, it v/as found that since 1920,
170,000 houses, out of a total of 453,140 residential struc-
tures, went through foreclosure proceedings.^
Hence, the auction block is one of the genuine
dangers of home ownership. The problem generally arrives
through a family bulging a home v/ith the monthly payments
based on their incom.e at the time of purchase. This family
fails to consider the contingency of reduced income in later
years, and, if this contingency is realized, there follows a
call for the auctioneer. The Home Owner’s Loan Corporation
did a great deal of constructive work in preventing fore-
closure proceedings for many families but for a number it
was just a question of postponing the action to a little
later date.
It is this fear and possibility of loss that has
frightened many away from, buying a house. The extension of
loans to a twenty year basis has done much to alleviate the
situation. Hov/ever, a gradual reduction in interest rate,
with the increasing payment of the principal, as suggested
2in Chapter III would do much to ease the problem. By de-
creasing the interest rate as the equity of the home avner
1. Idem.
2. Cf. p. 40
i'
,02
becomes larger, a smaller monthly pa7;7m.ent v/ould be possible.
This would work in very well v/ith an7/ possible income re-
duction. Should income almost cease completely, then, it
would be necessary for an organization simila.r to the H.O.L.C.
to step in and attempt to carry the raortgage for a short ner-
iod in order to give the distressed famil;/ an opportunit 7/ to
rehabilitate itself.
An effort should be made to discourage people with
low incomes from bu7/ing residences. Lawrence Veiler, secre-
tary of the National Housing Association, in 1916,. held that
for the S15 a week man, home owning is not possible.^ The
United States Building and Loan League, in 1950, after a
survey, determined that home ownership was impossible for a
Q
family with an income of (plOO a month.''
The reason for this is that the greater part of the
purchase price for a home and furnishings is financed on
credit by families in the lowest income groups. Naturall7/,
the greater the dependence on credit, the greater the danger
of forclosure. Therefore, desirable as home ownership
be in principle, it is not advisable for families v/ho cannot
afford a substantial part of the cost at the outset. The 20)^
to 25^0 downpayment required at present is the minimum am.ount
from the standpoint of safety. The Federal Mortgage Insur-
ance Division should go even further in this respect. It
should require, as a prerequisite for Insuring a mortgage,
that a family be prevented from purchasing a home vmose value
The Evolving Horae, Eemis, A.
2. Idem
F., Vol. II p. 399
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IS not consistent v/itli the purchaser’s inco'nie, i, e» a
,?2,500 a year man should not he allowed to purchase a
ijpOOjOOO home.
DISADVAh^TAOSS OF HOME CVrhhRSHIP
The dis advan L.ages of home ownership seem to be sum-
med up in a study of Coleriian Woodbury in Chicago in 1931
and are as follows
1* Renting is cheaper than ov/ning
2. financing costs of ovyning are too high
3. Tax burdens on owners are too heavy
4. Investment in house is too/fixed
5. Renting increases freedom ^
6. Installment payments on house are too dan''-'erous
7. Ovmed home a poor investment
S. Costs incidental to purchase of a house too high
S, Land value too high
10. Renting increases bargaining nower.
It is also frequently argued that renting is more
advantageous since it involves no danger of shrinkage of
capital; that the tenant is free to move and take advantage
of better opportunities in business; that it is less expen-
sive, and that the excess outlay required for home ov/nershlp,
if wisely invested, would yield a better financial return.
^
This latter argument is open to considerable question.
l^a-rtment House Increases and Home OwneTship
. Wj^db^v. C.
"Journal of Land and Public Utility "’co-
nomics", August, 1931, p. 322.
.'Jhe Hvolvla^^ Housfi. Benis, A. F., i/ol.II, p. 398
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These disadvantages , then, would seem to be strong
contentions against home ownership or even bothering to try
to bring such a thing about. However, close study of these
reasons v/ill show that the strongest ones are created by the
problems that exist in the industry. A correction of these
decadent practices v/ill eliminate many of the disadvanta:^es
.
Also, too many people look on it as a financial speculation
instead of as an investment in good and pleasurable living.
If v/e bought our automobile on the basis of investing in
something that could be later sold for the same price or one
higher, there would be very few automobiles sold. Instead,
we buy a car v/ith, first, the idea of the best in transporta-
tion and comjfort for the money and, second, with the thought
in mind that the depreciation on one particular brand ma^r be
less than on another.
Hence, wh7/ should people look differently on a home.
V'/.e derive pleasure from one. It provides the very necessary
task of shelter; it can be a kingdom in itself. Thus, there
should be a certain depreciation expectanc^r.
DIRECT ADVANTAGES OP HOME OYrHERSHIP
Although it has its disadvantages, there, neverthe-
less, can be real advantages. These direct advantages might
be listed as follows:^
Ibid. p. 397
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1. 'The home o\mer at the end of a period
of years has an investment of substantial
value, vhereas, the tenant has nothing.
2. ilome ownership assures a perriianent resi-
dence, thus eliminating any anxiety over
fluctuations in rent.
3. Home-ovmership stimulates thrift.
4. Home-ovmership, partly because of the pride
in possession, increases the social stand-
ing of the famihr in the community and im-
proves the credit standing of the family.
IITDIRECT ADVAITTAOES CF HOME-ChHERSMTP
Indirect!:/, the advanta'^es of home-ownership go
beyond these outward elements of investment, pride and
credit standing and it is these indirect elem.ents that form
the strongest incentive to promote dwelling purchases.
Psychological Factors
It is believed that the home affects the develop-
ment of personality more than does any other phase of the
environment. Housing m.ay be a positive or negative factor
in the development of personality. The President’s Conference
in 1931 stated that the overcrowding and lack of beauty to
a large extent offset the spiritual and intellectual growth
1fostered in the school.
Home-ovmership, acquired under the- proper conditions
and with the proper safeguards, often fosters economic secur-
ity. I.Iany times, hov/ever, the attempt to acquire a residence
has resulted in economic disaster for a fam.ily.
1. Davies, J. E. Fundamentals of Housing Stud;/ p. 39
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The importance of housing for fostering economic
security might be explained through the fact that: housing
is the largest single item of expense appearing in the
family budget* Thus, in home ownership, the house becomes
an example of specialized fixed capital. It is consumption
canital, insofar as it contributed directly to the satis-
faction of basic human needs. It is productive insofar as
it is used for a workshorj.-^ It may also be regarded as ac-
quisitive capital for it can be used to produce a money in-
come or the equivalent in use. The house and lot may be an
investment to be dravm upon when the need arises, and it m.ay
serve a purpose similar to a savings fund when they increase
in value. The owned house equalizes real income in that the
2
ovmer is housed as vrell in one year as in another.
Thus, good housing and home ov.Taership under proper
conditions promote the economic security of the fam.ily. Bad
housing, which offers ina.deqiiate protection to health and
to personal proparty, increases financial expenditures and
threatens the economic security of the family.'^
The Political and Social Benefits
Perhaps one of the greatest advantages that home
OY/nership gives to a nation is the development of good citi-
zenship and a responsible electorate. The desirability of
1. Idem
2. Ibid. p. 90
b . Idem
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home ov/nepship was ver:,r clear Ij brought out by former Pres-
ident Hoover when he stated that:^
’*Mainta:.ning a high percentage of individual
home owners is one of the searching tests
that now challenges the people of the United
States . The present large proportion of fam-
ilies that own their homes is both the founda-
tion of a sound economic and social system and
a guarantee tha.t our societ:; will continue to
develop rationally as changing conditions de-
iiiand
.
"A family that owns -its own homo tal:es pride in
it, maintains it better, gets more pleasure
out of it, and has a raore v.'holesome, healthful
and happy atmosphere in which to bring up
children. The home ov;ner has a constructive
aim in life. He v/orks harder outside his home;
he spends his leisure time more profitably, and
nis family 15.ve a finer life and enjoy more com-
forts and cultivating influences of our modern
civilization. A husband and wife v/ho own their
homo are more apt to save. They have an interest
in the advanc e-ient of a social system that ner-
mits the individual to store up the fruits of
his labor. As direct taxpayers, they take a^
more active part in local government". Above all,
the love of home is one of the finest Instincts
and greatest inspirations of our people."
Thus, an owned home may be bad and rented home good,
but in the long run, owned homes average better
-materially
and spiritually. By this is meant that the hom.es themselves
seem- to be better, so that the home life v;ithin has the sam.e
te-.idency
.
it IS obvious that those v/ho own a home have more
at stake in the coinriunity than those v;ho rent. As a result,
they are bound to have m.ore interest in taxes. Local offi-
cials and expenditures are more closely v/atched. Realizing
The President’s Go'nferencs O'n Hom-e Building and liom.e
O’wnership Horae Ownership, I-'.cor.ie and T-^es of Dwellin'^s
Vol. IV 'p. 1
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that from propert^r comes about 95, j of the local revenue,
a dY/elling ov/ner is sheptical to the manj promises made
by snail demagogues and is more inclined to study closely
the character of the men running for office.
Probably nothing creates a greater stability in
government than a v;ide distribution of property ovrnershin
on bne part of the people interested 5.n that government
.
If we could count on an a.vera.ge of 75/j of the nonulation
living in ov/ned homes, v:e shouli. alua^rs have a safe major-
ity of our people \vith a social and financial stahe in the
neighborhood c onnunity
•
^
They would havo a sense of permanency which malres
them enter more fully into the community's social, reli^-ious
and other activities. In addition, the ownershin of nron-
erty makes for conservatism; \7hich is sometimes badly needed
in our government.^ In this way, home -ovniership would pro-
oably contribute to a better Informed, citizenry as well a.s
to a more stable and responsible electorate.
Also, the gradual acquisition of a homo is good
training in t^irift. People v.ho wiH not save otherwise will
economize n.n various ways in order to nay for a house, hven
if the buyer experiences some decline in the value of his
property, in many cases he accumulates what he v/ould not
otherwise have secured. Consequently, home buying repre-
i 0 II.d p • oO
’/ood, S. E. hecent Trends in American Housinr- p . 35.
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sents for many people a much better investment than they
v/ould have made if they iiad continued to rent.^ This is
the manner in which the home ovaier prenares
his greatest degree of enjoyment. That is,
c orae s for r e t iremen t , the s e cur it y of home
indeed a supreme feeling of satisfaction.
himself for
when the time
ovmership is
The Religious Value of Prone r Housing
For some time religious bodies have come to re-
cognize that there is a religious importc.nce to nroper
housing. This was strcn^^ly shovm in 1912 v.iien the Federal
Council of Churches met in Chicago and in their revised
creed featujced proper housing as a definite aim of religious
0 X jl O c •
"The aim of all true religion is the estab-
lishment of the true kingdom of God, the com-
ing of vdiich is the greatest ideal of the
Church. In this kingdom, of God, there is no
room v/hatsoever for crov/ded quarters^ conges-
tion of people, or of insanitation.
The housing problem is closely interv/oven v;ith
the problem of the family, and for this reason it must be
m.ore and more an object of religious concern.
"The tenement house is an impediment to God's
plan for the home and no matter to what high
degree of physical he altlifulnes s \'ie ma;g raise
the tenement, this basic fact will remain.
The ideal home can by no stretch of the imagin-
ation be located in a tenement, and we v;ould
well if we v:ere to put less empha.sis unon the
iiatter of building model tenements and more em-
phasis upon the necessity of single houses for
single families, in order that the home may be
preserved . "3
President ' s Conf erence Homd Ov/nershin Incomes k Tyoos
of Building p . 5
2. Patterson, h . Bo Religious Value of Proner Hous in^' n.
_ T n m ~ ' ** ' I I I I III I .. 42
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The foundation of any religion :nust ’bo based
upon the home and the family. If the condition of that
home is such that it discourages or prevents normal home
life, breaks the influence and control of parents over
children, serves as a breeding place for immorality,
crime disease and even premature deaths, then proper
housing definitely has religious value. It is only after
understanding the nature of a home and realizing the tre-
mendousl^r important part which it has played in history,
that one can appreciate the far reaching significance of
a movement for proper housing.
The history of Israel is the histor^^ of the family,
and the ancient Jews made ample provision for the home, for
they felt that what the home is, the child will be.^ The
family, home and household s.11 figure prominently in the
life of Christ and the growth of Christianity.
The hone today as well as the family is disin-
tegrating. The pressure of social, industrial and economic
forces, coupled with the tendency of people to congregate
in the large cities, and of still more people; namely, the
immigrants, to colonise for the most part in the older sec-
tions of the city, all make for an undermining of the home
and the decadence of fav.iily life.^
These are elements that might be applied to rented
1. Ibid p. 46
2. Idem.

'oride in onesdwellings, but where ownership creates
home and makes easier a happier life, the religious
valiie is doubly insured. If iiiis life is almost im-
possible under certain tenement condition, then every-
thing should be done to alleviate the situation.
The Desirability of Credit Intension
It would seem then that a great deal of home owner-
ship in the United States is a most desirable thing for
those v;ho are financiall^r able to do so and is a goal to-
v;afd which the nation should strive. Besides attempting
to correct the major evils tliat exist in the housing in-
dustry and assuming the duties as outlined in the previous
chapter, some genuine and practical effort should be made
to bring about an immediate increase in home purchasing.
It has been previoLisly brought out that a h5.gh rate
of interest on building loans is doing much to retard build-
ing, especially in the residential field and that low rates
of Interest have the contrary effect, strongly encouraging
both OY/ner occupa.tion and even the building of houses for
rental to tenants.
An example of this may be taken in the case of a
famil^r living in a small apartv.ient and paying a rental of
p230 per year v/nich is a little less than i)20 per month.
This family would like to have their own home but they can-
not see vdiere they can pay miich more than their present rent.
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If the fa
and class
interest
falls, a
penditure
rnily desires to purchase f
of the house "/ill depend
rate, This can he seen in
At 6 /a they can build a
II c,/ II II II n
O/o
II Al-a-f II II II II
It II II II II
It rz,c/ II II II II
It is evident then that
much better home can be
. Thus, if a family mu
r 25 years, the size
great deal on the
the follovmng figures :
2,940 home
3,240 ”
3,500 "
3,790 ”
4,000 ”
as the rate of interest
obtained for the same e;c-
t pay Q,o the facilities
1
available may not be as good as those enjoyed through the
present rental figiire and as a result the ides, will be for-
saken, If, however, the interest rate drops to 4-J or 3-^-
the family can buy a home valued at )3,500 or :}3,790, Such
a house ?/ill in all proba,bility give far better facilities
than they enjoy at present. Also, there will be a genuine
equity in something tangible so tliat the fa:nil3i' will be
strongly tempted to buy,^
These figures include site value, legal and other
expenses. The most important tiling to notice is the dis-
proportionate relationship between the interest rate de-
cline and the rise in value of the purchasable home, There
the rate drops one percent from six to five, the value of
the house increases nine percent, from p2,940 to ;p3,240.
1, Three Million Homes liorgan-Tebb, C, pp, 75-76
Figures based on a i,p20 per month expenditure which in-
cludes payments on Interest and principal on a 25 yr,
mortgage
,
2, Ibid, p, 76
i
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To generalize, it could be said that a rise of one percent
in the rate of interest is nultiplied ninefold in depre-
ciating the value of the house that can be purchased v;ith a
given series of installnents
Acting on this evidence it would seem logical that
one of the first movements to be made tov/ards solving the
home avning problem should be through a simpler form of
credit extension and at a much lov;er rate. Fortunately, the
government is atteirpting to do something towards the solution
of the credit phase of housing but its efforts, although
good, seem to be insufficient.^
Up to the present time financial aid has been the
principal means employed by the federal government to stim-
ulate private housing operations. This work has been carried
on through the Federal Hom.e Loan Bank Board and the Federal
Housing Administration. These two boards have succeeded in
reducing rates to five and six percent. Further study should
be given to ways that will enable a further reduction of this
rate
.
Through federal insurance of mortgages, the risk on
such a loan is lessened to a great degree and if this is so
then there is little reason why banks cannot loan at a lower
rat e
,
Credit extension should be conducted mainly by
1. Ibid p. 79
2. Cf. n. 71
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banks, insurance companies and other private institutions
for they are better able to handle loans than the govern-
ment. The government, however, should exercise a measure
of control over housing investments as they do over most
other types of investment. This control could probably be
brought a.bout throu;^’ c loser supervision of savings banlcs
by the states. It v/ould be well for other states to study
the hassachusetts set-up of savings bank control.
Through state or federal measures, limited dividend
companies and co-operative syndicates could be encouraged to
build housing projects and housing units. The limited divi-
dend company is s emi -philanthropic in that its charter pre-
vents speculation and limits the income to a fixed percent-
age of the investment, usually 6.0. Co-operative companies
in this country have been for the most part made up of
labor-union members who pool their resources and constnict
a large housing project. The members reside in the project
and pay a regular rental, but they a.re also the "ov/ners
.
The rent is based on investment cost and up keep, being re-
duced when these two factors are reduced.
In I'lev/ York these two types of organizations have
been quite successful mainly through the encouragement and
supervision exercised hj the Yew York State Board of Housing.
Tills supervision has been on one hand a definite help to in-
experienced groups in managing their enterprises wisely; and
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on the other it has made it possible for them to obtain
first mortgage loans at lovr Interest rates. ^ Thus, the
lletropolitan Life Insurance Company is mailing first mort-
gage loans at to the companies approved and supervised
by the State Housing Board, beca-’.ise of the approval and
superV i s ion •
^
This type of supervision and encouragement should
be taken over by the federal government and extended to all
larger cities. Loans for these companies should be made
more easily available through the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation Y/hich already has the power to make such loans.
I’aturally, loans of this sort should not be indiscriminate
and should be made v;ith intelligence only to reliable com-
panies. Supervision and a mecisure of control as to income,
etc. v;ould be one of. the requisites in obtaining a loan.
The immediate aim, then, of the federal government
should be directed tOY/'ards making credit available at a
loY/er cost. By enabling limited dividend and co-operative
companies to obtain credit at a lovver rate, banks and other
private lending agencies, in order to meet competition, will
be forced to find means to lower their rates. Bj ins'^arlng
1, Housing Problems in Americ a national Conference on
Housing, 1929
Government Aided Housing YJood, S. E. p. 32
2. Idem.
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mortgages on low-cost dv;ellings, the risk of the loan
assumed by the private institution is reduced to a mini-
mum which should make it possible for the rate of interest
to be reduced. In this manner, a greater percentage of
home ov/ners can be brought about.

CilAPY'ER VI
GENERAL PROPOSAL^. FOR AIDII'ia THE PIOuSIITG ITTOUSTRY
Reduce the Conplexity of the IndiiGtris.1 Or^tanization of IIo'aGing
As has been pointed out dn Chapter under the
present system of construction, houses arc not supplied to
the narhet in an orderly/ or an intelli^zent -manner. The re-
sult has been that there is never any stead^r supply but in-
p
stead tre-m,endous gyrations in the construction cycle.
^
The construction of houses is essentially a srna.ll
scale enterprise. While there are raany firms that erect
\7hat seems to be a large number of houses, they do not dom-
inate the field. The bulk of construction is done on a
speculative basis by an enormous group of contractors v;hose
individual production is veipf small.
This, of course, means that there is no centrality
in the industry. Houses^ as nov; built, are conglomerate
assemblies of many different parts and products of many
different industries, each of vdilch tries to talce as large
a profit from its portion of the house as it can. The
building or assembling, as a result, is done in as crude
a.nd wasteful manner as is laiovm to Am.erican Indus tr;/-.
It can be seen that v/hat is needed in the industry
is a creation of larger companies that can handle more oper-
ations and exercise a greater degree of control over the en-
tire residential construe tlon field . llany of the authorities
1. Cf. p. 20
2. See Chart III
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in the housing field have pictured such a comnanj and,
although they may differ in some principles, basicall-?-
their ideas are similar to the one pictured b;/ E. A.
Pilene of Poston. His company, called "The G-eneral Hous-
ing Corporation",
bui Id
,
e quip , and
v/ould operate throughout the country, to
oxm homes of the type most in demand by
persons of average income.^
The first function of this company/ v;ould be to
build houses with ever increasing efficiency and, like
the automobile industry, attempt to offer improvements
and better values each year, while, at the same time,
eliminating all but one profit. It would coordinate all
tne qIi
X
erent soxirces of supply oi lumber, metals, heating,
equipment, plumoing, fixtui'’es and accessories of all kinds,
and i.j'ould. prov/'id.e une capital and low—cost financing to
assemble them cheaply.
As a result, such a company would be able to tui-’n
out houses on a. single profit ba.sis, which would elimina.te
a great part of the pi^esent unnecessary expense. It would
be able to build in any locality standardized designs, with
efiicieni; methods of assembling a.nyv^here, the different
elements that go into building a house. This standardiza-
tion does not of necessity impl^r ugly or monotonous- lines.
In fact, the opposite would be true, for in the first place.
Slums, La.rge Scale Housing and Decenti'^alization
,
Pres,
Conference, p. 169
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these designs v/ould be prepared bj the foreriost architects,
Y/hich would assure that only the ultimate in "ood d.esign
\7ould be used. Then too, there easily could be some thirty
or forty basic designs for preparing the shell of the house
and, in addition thereto, some two or three hundred different
euterior and interior variations . horaes could be built in
as '-'.any models, styles, variations of color, trim and acces-
sories as deraand required. Yet, at the sane time, there
could be uniformity and standardization in the method of
c ons true t ion
.
A lc.rge company such as this could have re
testing departments and could assemble at any snot
given elements of a house v/ith tlie maximum of effic
at a cost v/hich at the start would probably be no g
than half t’;.o cost under methods nov/ used by s' lall
ouj.loers .
search and
all the
ienc^r; and
renter
individual
The planning’ of a steady cons tr'.:.ct ion ’orogram and
bue prepa,ra.t?v.on of riauerials
-ivould enable this companv to
^:ive guaranteed jearlj vis.^e contracts to its '.Torkers. Thus,
the per hour cost of construction of the housing field 'would
^-e orought down to a level v/ith other manufac t''.''.rip_g industries.'
As a result, this v/ould probably cut labor costs in half and,
at the same time, assure the workers of an 5.ncreased yearly
income. Then-, through research, cheaper and better met’vods
1# Op. Git. ’0. 2
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of construction could be found that v/ould reduce the costs
even further. The second function of I'r. Filene^s Company
v;ould be to nahe it possible for wcrhers to ovjn these houses
and live in thera without great personal risk insofar as their
investment is concerned, and v/ithout financially tying tliem
by a fined investment to the community where tb.ey arc wcidiing.^
It is of benefit to both labor and capital that the \7orker
should be free to move and to adjust ms elf to demand.
To bring this about, the corporation Y/ould not try
uo sej-1 xccati.ons. Ip v/ould sell to any worker a.n epuitv
in the place where he would be working. It would sell houses
w.. tn tne provision that, if one v/ished to move to some other
place, he c.ould exchange his equity for its equivalent in the
O
latter nlace.^
To do this, it would be necessary fC’r the conroany to
own large numbers of homes in various large industrial centers.
Thus, if a worker, v/ho had acquired a po,000 equity in a home
in v;hich he was living in Poston, had. to move to Chicago, he
could exchange the equity in the Poston house for one in a
house in C/iicago. To provide for any losses in value to the
corporation caused by raoving industry from one site to another,
a small ^charge in the nature of insurance could be made on
each ho'/se which would go towards building a sinking fund to
provide for such a contingency.^
iT Ibid'
.
pi 173 ~~~ ^
2. Idem.
3. Idem.
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Th© second part of the neneral corporation plan seems
to be the v;eak spot. It appears that for fhe companj to ovm
a sufficient number of hones to enable these transfers, a
tremendovis amount of capital Y/ould be necessary. The company
could not keep all these hones vacant anaitiny these eo--\-j tv
transfers. The result would be that the company would have
to rent these residences and, in all probability, its chief
function would, resolve to that
. of a larye scale la.ndlord.
The method ths.t could be used to handle this end -aore
efficiently would be for the conpany to allow t’\e laborer,
planning to trans.fer his residence, a turn in value on his
present home towards the purchase cf a new one or anoti'.or
"used" home in the area of his destination. Thus, hones
would of necessity hj?.ve a certain amount of depreciation per
year, and the housing company could profit frcia the experience
of the automobile distributors and establish a "used house"
division.
If such Y/as brought about. Just think hov; -the raarket
for better homes cou3.d be expanded, i’or er-xaYiple, a new house
val'-iecl at 'hi, 500 could, be turned in at the end of five yea.rs,
at v/hich time its depreciated value would be b2,313.^ After
renovation, the hoYise could then be tenaed "used" and sold
± or approximately ,i)3,61o,'^ thus res.ching a.n entirely no";
market.
7-g-;b depreciation rate per annum. This rate allov/s for
approximately 15 year span v/ith a resid-
ual valYie
.
An arbitrary figure of b.SOO has been added for renovation

size VI ou IcI h.aveA COripany of tais w ld its stocl: listed
on the regular securities exchanges v/here the public iTcild
be invited to participate in ovniership
. This ivould enable
ease of financing am assure auple capital, provided the
ccnpanp nas properly operated. The success of this ormn-
ization v;ould encouraye the fori-nation of others thus creat-
ing tne cor.ipetition needed to spur these companies on to
more resoarcli a.nd to the finding of more efficient v/avs of
constructing better homes at less cost.
Thus, if home ouning were organized on this basis,
Gnousands of people would own homes who now do not ca.3ie to
raild or purchase,
-any peo2:)le now refrain from buying not
only oecause of the expense but because of t>:.e risk involved.
Ey merchandisiir: homes on the basis outlined, snec-.lation
ivOuM oe almost completely removed and. the costs of home
ownership, over a period of years, acc-.rately figured in
advance
.
phCEkTEALIZATICN 0? I^^DUSTTd EECi: LARGER CITIES
Another proposal very often mnde is that industrv
..e encourageo. to decentralize, i. e., break up into smaller
units and. settle in the less populated cities andi areas.
itie reason lor unj.s is that the whole character of
Am.erican Industrial ho'ising h.as been vitally tied up vrith
the countryts industrial activity, herkers denendent on
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industry for their livelihood must locate 30':ieY/here near
their place of employment. Industries, largely dependent
upon adecxuatc labor suprjjl^r^ have sourht out existing sources
of labor. Consequently, concentration of industries in one
locality has led to concentration of population v;ith the
attendant concentration of livinu quarters and various t'rpes
of intensive housing. Also, this centralisation has invited
additional industries, ad.ding to alres.dy ovorb^'i.ilt and un-
desirable conditions.^ It is jiist thus that the circle s'vings
Industry located in less densely occupied areas affords an
opportunity for more and better housing development. Unfor-
t’j.nately, in many cases this exists 'only as an opportunity/,
the houses them.selves
' are often lac]:ing. Scarcity of housinn:
accomodations has long been a major difficulty" to many in-
dustries that contemplate decontralizatioi?, nhen, as a matter
of pure econom.ics, they might find that location entirely
desirable.
Until recently, economic and social advantages for
industry were to be found in penoral in the large cities,
'fithiii the past twenty years, inventions and iviprovements
in transportation have made the S'.'iall tovni and rura.1 commun-
ity attrs.ctive to industry/. The sm.aller city/ has been able
to offer cheap electric power, improved railway and truching
facilities, low cost and improved- living; cond.itions, paved
highwayrs and all modern conveniences and luxuries. Thus,
1 . Slums, Large' Scale ~~ousi'ng and Decentralization IresT
Conference, p. 174
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in TiG-nj industries, the sr.is.ll couTnunitn can cor.ipete success
-
fullp v.'ith larpe cities in the three iiuportant location-cost
-factors, naiuelp : marhets, lalcor and transportation.
It is difficult to d.eterrnlne just liovi r.TJ.ch decen-
tralization has been tali:ing place. The resident's Conference
on ...housing in 1932, s.fter a study of population trends,
arrived at the conclusion that there has been very little
decentralization." Tho ten year depression, however, has un-
doubtedl^r caused an acceleration of this factor. Cotton
textile Liills have moved in y.rea.t numbers to t^'^.e South. Paper
mills and the shoe Industry have been ariftinu towards the
smaller cities. .Low-vjage rates and absence of unions in
these smaller cities Iis.ve been in pa.rt resnonsible for this
novenent.
Thus, v/e 11 -considered decentralization of Indus tr^^-
will do much to break up the congestion of the larger cities.
This decentralization can be of two types; one, a tending
towa.rd location in the suburbs or outskirts of urban centers;
the other, a mover.ient towards location in smaller tov/ns
.
The major obstacle to the first has been a genera.1
absence of comprehensive, regional ple.nning . '-^'he obstacle
to the second (which is fast being corrected) has been an
esta.:lished transportation system and rate structure.'*^
ibid. pp. 113-190
Ibid. p. 199
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It can be seen then that the effect that ^radual
decentralizat ‘on of industry v;ill have on housing is to
enable proper planning, zoning and preparation of residences
I or cne \jOrlvers • oonges'ciLon an the caties vh. ?_1 be elininated.
People v/ill be attracted to smaller cities and tovms nhere
living expenses are more reasonable. Land values in the
large cities v/ill be ,.;:ro.dua.ll;.r lov/cred, comin.v more in line
vd. th their possible income.
SCGIALIZATIOh 0? LA.LD
This thesis has often pointed out that the problem
of land value fluctuation and the huge expense of develon-
ment has been one of the major factors in causing large hous-
ing costs.
hr. Raymond V. Parsons, research ongineer for the
John's h.anville Company, has an interesting proposal that
...i^nc oe iiao.e pracb5_cal. According to ;'..r. a.rson3
,
a. house
is not housing for it must have a site. Speculation in land
nas iiacie it virLually impossf.ble for the lower income groun
to live in cities; yet, they must contrive an existence there
because their sources of employment are found therein.
Cue solution for, uiis nro.blsm lies in the cres.tion
of nev7 controlled communities patterned on true English gar-
den city lines, as exemplified at Letchworth, V'elwyn and
--’-le .-miericon Gi^ty
,
July, lb59
,
^^ITo'us'ing and Gommunity
Planning", Parsons, R., pp. 5-6.
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bhensiiame
,
Enyland. There, local uivorsified. incuslries
and populations of all incor.ie ^jroups are experiencing a new
pattern of livinn . The creation of such connunities in the
Uni Led States v/ould place the entire cycle of housing on a
uiass production basis, haw agricultural land could be used
at basis value. The price of this land could be hept dovm
by holding it in trust for the conraunitj". In other v/ords,
title to all land would rest in the c oniiuni ty and it could
lease it for nine or ninety years. It could not be bought
or sold and txierefore would not be a. toy for s'oeculators
.
The size of conmunities could be United to a def-
inite figure, such as, not less than 30,000 nor ^lore than
100,000. Public utilities, streea and otner civic repuire—
iiients could be built to actual needs and not to guess work.
Each city v/ould have its ovm house-uanuf ac turing industr^r,
in I'.^icn ^/’oulQ oe developed, on a yea.r round oasis, different
i.^cc.el Houses. i.:ucn of tne labor could be transferred fron
the job site to the factory which v/ould result in consider-
able econoiD_es, a.s well as to provide year round emlovnent •
This v/ould tie in very well v/ith the decentraliza-
tion of industry. vender the guidance of the state, the "oro-
posed oown could take over all land. The company nlanninv:
GO build would lease the land from the local board. The
numoer of employees with the nev/ company could be determined
and a plan of zoning could be set up which 'would allov/ for
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ample expansion possibilities of the
maximum limit to be set on the town's
used to discounage further industrial
local indu s tr i e s . The
population v/ould be
growth or nev/ enter-
prises In that area.
This plan has some practical suggestions but
v/orkability might be questioned. Also, it docs not s
the land speculation problem of. the cities now in exi
its
OlVG
s tence
>
and it does not seem to go far enough in its scone. .o
i;iake anj socj.aliLzataon of land workable, it would have to be
general
.
Therefore, vhiat could be done is this : each city
and community could acquire title to all land. Ih5.s could be
done over a period of years through the assir’iption of the
government's right of eminent domain or through a long-range
purchase basis 5.n which the city would ns.ss an ordinance nre-
venting the transfer of title on land to &.rrj other person
than the local civil body.
The former method, however, would seem to be more
preferable
. In this v;ay, a regular scheduled program for
Is.nd purchase could be planned, and;, executed over a neriod
of twenty to forty years, thus preventing any dislocation in
finances. The communit^r v/ould acquire title to a niece of
land, lease it to its former owners who v/cr.ld. be given the
right of a long lease at a reasonable fee each year as a
lencal. ihe income from these lees v/ouldt be used to purchase

1
— —
inore land. Ultinately, these fees could supplant op ypeatlT
reduce ppopert^r taxation as ne nov/ have it .
'^'he right of lease vjould have to be non-transferable
.
If the leasee no longer had use for his lease, it v/o^ild re-
vert back to the community land' board, fhis board would then
offer the lease to open bidding which would include the
appraised value of t .e property constructed thereon. flie
arAount for the property would -go to the former lessee and the
highest bidder for the land would become the new leasee. The
consideration paid lor the lease would, be determined, by the
location, topography and other features that go into making
land values.
It is apparent what a city could do in the v/ay of
internal improvements, zoning and construction control, con-
struction of highv/a.ys, parks, etc., through having this con-
trol of the land. ’Expenditures would be definltel^r li dted
by the amount of income received from these leases. This
v/culd act as a brake on excessive coimnunity exocnditures
.
The danger vd uld lie in the possibility o’ groups
gaining po'/er who would, employ crooked means for controlling
v>
the land. This danger, hov;ever, is one that seems to exist
even toda^/-
. Small groups now g.et control of a local govern-
ment and run legitimate companies out of business.
This ^danger could, in part be overcome by giving the

lessee the right of renev/al or.d estahlishing the fee on e.
percentage basis of the increase in its econonic rent.
Cfier schemes and requirements could be developed to remove
the dishonesty from its administration. This plan of social
ization will seem to be highly theoretical but close exam-
ination will lead one to feel that it might quite possibly
be \7orkable.
THE PERKI PLAi: CF LAhD ACcfllSITICh^
One of the most far reaching suggestions that has
recently?" been advanced relative to public land policy is
that of Clarence A. Perry, a prominent housing authority.
According to this plan, the government, through the exercise
of the pov/er of eminent domain, in the interest of housing
and community or neighborhood development, would assemble
land for private buildii\g enterprises.
There are in many of cur cities areas which have
been developed incoherently, without plan, without uniform!
t
or standard of land division and construction. These a.reas
have become a sort of *'no man’s land" where sporadic develop
ments were started and then abandoned due to f.ie lay of the
land or a financial accident. As a result, certain queerly
shaped spaces of land, without character and of no use to
the community, were created. This type is commonly l:no';n
as blighted land. Like any other blighted property it has
1. housing the I'asses, Aronovici, C.
, pp9 45-44
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lowered, the value of adjciniii" resildences.
However, man^^ of these areas are capable of beinv
replanned and rehabilitated,
desirable c.reas and, in some
ities in close proninity to
because cf the fact
They may be transformed into
cases, even into yarden coinmun-
the center of the city,
t'lat this type of land is of
little or no
indu s tri a1 bu
c ons true t ion,
do this, ways
v/ould have to
use, due to its location beiry' Impossible for
ildinp; e.nd not attractive to private residential
it easily can be purchased at a Ioy; price. ''J'o
and means for using land, acquisition powers
be found,. to assemble the land and bi.iildings
lound on the sioe and to lease or sell them to a private
organization for development according to a pre-',:ilanned>.
scheme. Tills Y/ould^ require a considerable outlaw of nonew
and an efficient organization having a thorough understanding
of tne existing needs of the market. 7/ith such a proced.ure,
it Y/ould be possible for the municipality’ to reserve in ad-
vance such areas as may be needed for schools, playgrounds,
parks and so forth.
-
This m.ethod of rehabilitating
hov/ever, beset v;ith many difficulties
ity would have to raise funds for the
and existing buildings s.nd because the
holdings ma^r involve the local author!
igation.
submarginal areas is,
in that the municipal-
acquisition of the land
appraisals cf private
ties in endless lit-
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In so far as funds are concerned, federal, state,
county and city credit ma^r be used -separately; or in combina-
tion. Federal loans or subsidies, misht also .be secured to
promote specific enterprises of this hind. Cvmer participa-
tion as share holders could also be incorporated in the
general plan. I'he real test would be in the adjustment of
compensation for the jproperty tahen. In so far as building
on the property/ is concerned., value and prices could be
determined \Tith comparatively little difficulty. The acqui-
sition of the land would involve the serious problem.
To answer this problem of land acquisition, another
step would have to be taken in the land policy of our commun-
ities. In as much as land values depend upon immediate use,
the municipality/ would have to be empowered, to acquire by
purchase or condemnation the lands needed for a neighborhood
project; and would pay compensation according to the revenue-
yielding .pov/er of the rise proposed.
Another less ccmnlicated method w^ould be the ra-‘sin^
of the tax rate on unused land and the T/ielding of conciem.na-
tion power on unused and Impractical buildings that might be
on the property". In this way, the land owner .would findi it
uneconomical to continue to carryr the 3nnd and vfould either
be forced to build something in line with the zoning plan of
the neighborhood or would be forced to sell, hhere the land
is blighted and of little use, the community would, in all

lo2
probability, be the only bryrer. As a result, t' e estinated
value uould be acceptable.
To this plan could be added the policy of retaining
tax-delinquent property instead of having an imnediate sale.
There most tax-delinquent sites represent the poorest types
of construction and are in many cases a. part of slums, this
Vvould be an easy and economical v/ay to remove the cancer, as
Y/ell as to retain land at a lov/- price for future housing
projects. The City of I.Iilwaukee has done splendid v/or!: in
acquiring tax-delinquent properties and, viicre justified by
conditions, in clearing out slum buildings.
A]3VAi:CED ECYIhd FOR COhSTkdGTIOI; ATTSR TT~E TAR
As nas pointed out in Chapter I, the great fear that
\ie have of ihe present prosperity is in its lack of permanence
and the almost certain realization that after the var there is
going to be a terrific economic let down.
V.’ith this in mind, the following "proposal is given as
one device that might be used now to lessen the shock later, and
to pa^'" now for construction in the future.
As in well known, steel, iron, lumber, brick glass, etc.
as well as the skilled labor that goes into mailing residences
are badly needed in defense work. Should we have an e::pansion
of residential building during the present emergency, it means
that either defense work 'will suffer or the price paid for the
building of homes will be out of prox^ortion to the value 'received.

and above tlie oGneral income level. In all probability, it
\/ill be a, repetition of the 1925-26 building boom '.Yhich
created a surplus of housing for the blgg-er income group and
rssulted in a terrific deflation of value.
Then too, a building boon nor/ is not needed to pro-
mote economic activity; while, it will be needed after cessa-
tion of defense work. Therefore, the government should do
everything within its power to discourage general residential
construction during this critical period. Tills can be done
oy a firm, use of priorities and a tightening of credit con-
ditions .
i-Owever
,
\;e \.'ait until after the v/a-r to promote
a building Doom, the people will be in a different frame of
mind, incomes will be lowered and there will not be the desire
to Duild. Also, there will be an expansion of ins tallment
buying of durable consumer goods during this high income period
which will have to be liquidated over a later neriod of wears.
Tnen when defense work slackens, inccies will be redu.ced and
most families will find it difficult to ^ay off existing debts.
Therefore, we have two conflicting problems witich
have to be met. The only answer would seem to be that incomes
now must be used for construction in the future.
-‘he oest way that this coi.ild be done would be through
a project in which homes could be sold now to be constructed
at the close of the war emergency. It would not have to be a
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difficult OP complicated project and private financial anc
i’eal estate G.gencies under the supervision of the .Fede')'’al
Cfovernment could handle it.
SO':ne thing like this
. • CJ ohn
ber of a fa^iily. nov/ fi nds 1 :ins elf
in c.efense v;orI:
. The 0 Olios fan-
“ 1/ nave alna/s cner-'.shed a dreemi of o’vnin^^ ti.eir cvn hor,ie*
hut the fear of a possible loss of income has alv/avs forced
them to sive up the hope of ever orminp a home. i;ov/ that hr.
jones finds he has a good income, he discovers that the cost
of ccnsuruction is so hi^h that the cost for the home he de-
sires is out of his reach.
liov'ever
,
under the Advanced Sa.le Housing Act, he
could select one of two or three hundred designs for houses
to fit his purse and start paying now for a house that will
be built when prices are far lower. Under this plan, he pavs
a down payment of about ten to twenty percent of the total
anuicipated cost of .t e house. He then pays a monthly char'-e
thao varies oetween a minimum s.nd maximum amount.
"'or the money that he pays into the plan, interest
IS compounded annually so that, at the end of five "ears, a
considerable portion of the house is paid for in advance, hhe
noise IS then built (provided th.e emergonc:- is over) and the
balance is placed in bhe form of a mortgage and amortised over
a per J.CQ oi twenty 7/ears at 4-l.j under the terms of the Federal
/
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i^ousing Act. Anus, the monthly payments are very small and
easily earnled by the family.
fi-iO money tha.L. ?wS paid in advance is invested in
government defense bonds. Defense stamps similar to those
nom in use but of a larper face value could be used for each
monthly or v;eekly payment and after a certain amount is ob-
tained, they would be turned into a share on which interest
would be paid.
Some tv;o hundred plans and designs v/ould have to be
prepared in advance so that the people would know just what
tney were ouyiny. All available residential sites would have
to be a^atnered into a central clearing board so that peo^^le
could select their location. Individual price tav's v/ould l:e
placed on each lot of land, subdivision plans prepared and the
coso Ox each lot w’ould limit the number desirina it.
Government supervision would insure the completion
of ohe contract or, if necessary, the repayment of money under
a speca_ied plan, should the family in later years decide it
does not want to purchase the ho-se. The '.r shares could be
turned in for redemption, probably at face value. In this
the puolic co-ild be encouramed to make an investment v/ithouit
fear of loss even thouyh some buyers m.ight later chanye their
minds
.
S..cn a project as chis would serve a two-fold purnose.
First, it would enable a large scale building program to be
irmiediately at the end of the, present emergency {nro-s tarted
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vided, of co-;.pse, that it continues beyond tuo none ;^'eaus ) .
Thj.s puo^-x’a.ia v/ould oe far better ths.n a general nublic v;orhs
and £^overnment building one because it v/ould be self -sus tain-
iriG and already paid for in part. - Secondly, the causiny of
families to save a yoodly portion of their income duriny these
high income years would prevent that money’ from being snent
in a restricted consumer goods marhet and thus do much to lessen
tne dangers of inflationary pr5ices.
Sucn a plan v/ould also enable long range planninr and
Lr^ng abouu tne creation of a large corporation to handle the
construction problem. All of the advanta.ges of s. unified
management as explained couDxl be enjoyed in this elan. Costs
could be reduced and i-b mluht very v/ell be j-ust the sour that
0.S needed to bring aoout the necessary changes in the building
industry.
Tnis uhen is a brief shetcli of the general v;or::ings of
a very practical plan. Details would have to be worhed cut for:
1. Amount of deposit required, if any
2. fhe best and simplest metliod for enablin'-^ tbeparticipants to save
"
3. Jae type of institutions best united to handle the
aepos.u bs, 1 . e., co-operative banks, savings banks,real estate agencies "" - ~ ^
lie creation of the rge scale construction comnanv
4.
5. A planned program of construction to determine the
numoer of ay;ellings to be constructed each ’^ear.j-.iis uc lid oe in part determined ay the number* ofparti c inants
Ia
rlT'l
I
/ ' J.
'
' O '.'t- .. :*,
157
o. Ht.6 GXcict V;iGtiiod of rGlLind should tliG papllciount
find it iripossiblG to conplotG bis contract in
full
. TliG scopG and tppG of publicitj’^ and promotion
iiGCGssary to put across a scIigelg of this na.turG
b« inG organization and. col3.Gction of land availa'olG
for pGsidential sites.
for best rosults the plan v/ould have to be vclr.ntary
and could probabl-p be tied in verp nicely ulth, the defense
savings bond campaign. The only thing about this is that,
once a contract is sagned, it will be treated, in a S'U'iilar
v;ay to an installment purchase, thus nahing it mandator"- for
the periodic payments to be -.lade . There v/ould, however, have
oO oG one assurance tnat, snould unforeseen circumstances
c*.j._.oe m.a*,,j.ng it nnpossiole for the participa.nts to continue
tne..r pa^ruients
,
they would not suffer the loss of the none''’'
already invested. Provisions could be ie.de for a refund after
a opecliied tinie w5. oh a sm.all deduction for the clerical ex-
pense of handling. Also, a moratorium on ps.yments could be
pro uided if Lne family i indis itself temporarily una.ble to
fulfill regiilar contract payments.
su]
iliis cnap’cer has atoem.ptod to bring out pronosals
for changes in tjie present set-up that would do much to solve
the many ills of tlie building industry. At first readinv,
mang oi these ideas may seem to be bland, inprc.ctical prono-
sals that maize good reading but r,re not very sound, hith the
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exception of the municipal cv/nensliip of land, those other
su^pestions can immediately be put into active Y/orhin" order
and sene progress lade touards their ultimate yoal.
It is evident that thrcughou.t this thesis the jovern-
•ment is assigned to many roles but, for th.e most mart, they
are seipervisory roles. 'ihere undoubtedl^r vrill bo considerable
objection to so much governmental action in this field, but
v;hen an Industry suffers from as man;: ills as does the housiny
Industry, then it mould seen that some strony central oryan-
izs-tion is needed to v/hip it into shape. Private enterprise
ha.s Siiovrn very little inclinat:*.on to take care of this fometion
30 it mould seem that it is a role that must be taken over by
the people through the agency of the governoient. Ilonever, it
still remains that the bulk of the \7ork liras t be taken care of
by private enterprise.
If this results, then perhaps out of the chaos mill
cone a ne\7 light in a revamped industry t'lsrb mill again lead
the country forward to better liv5_ng condD.t5.ons, s. ha,pnier home
and a '-lore contented
.
people
. To work towards tiiis goal d.s
certainlg^ worthwhile
.
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